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EDITOR’S COLUMN

Tribute
 
 At a recent meeting of honors students, they were asked what kinds of obstacles 
they face in their personal lives that hinder their progress in college. The answers were the 
standard ones you hear at Kingsborough and at community colleges across the country: 
fulltime work, taking care of children or parents, the isolation of being new immigrants.... 
But one of the aspects of our students’ lives that comes up every semester, that I have never 
really given due consideration, is dealing with the loss of loved ones. 
 Every week or so, I have students who miss class because of the death of a peer 
from a shooting or a car accident. Or they are out because they’ve lost an uncle or aunt back 
in their home country or another state and they have to return for the ceremonies that will 
lay that person to rest. Or they are out because they are having an abortion and dealing with 
the grief and guilt of that unfortunate circumstance. Or they are grieving for a lost parent. 
 Everyone experiences loss, but some of us are priviledged with the time, space, and 
money to deal with that loss slowly and fully and in our own time. Many of my students talk 
to me about losing their jobs because they’ve missed too much work when a loved one dies, 
and falling behind in their classwork and having to drop or fail a class or more than one. 
 Given all of this, I am consistently amazed and inspired by Kingsborough students’ 
ability to persevere and to work through loss, and I’ve seen that very often they become 
stronger for it. In dealing with my own loss this autumn—I can only hope a fraction as well 
as my students have—I would like to dedicate this issue of Distinctions to the memory of my 
father, Dick Cowan, a teacher of children and teachers for over thirty years, whose love of 
knowledge and enthusiasm for sharing it has been a profound inspiration to me throughout 
my own career.

Robert Cowan, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Department of English
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Brooklyn Economic and Commercial 
Boom1

Lev Seleznov

For decades the borough of Brooklyn has been seen as a dangerous and economical-
ly stagnant part of New York’s metropolis. Ever since the end of the 1950’s Brook-
lyn’s status and reputation has been scolded by many. Forcing a mass exodus of the 

middle class population, Brooklyn became a poverty stricken district which attracted little 
to no economic prosperity. This process of decay went unchanged until the later stages of 
the 1990’s where a slow revival took place. Over the next two decades Brooklyn’s bor-
ough gained real ground in attracting business, employment and severely diminishing its 
chronic crime rate. Brooklyn has made such drastic improvements in its overall economy 
that some begin to question whether it can truly compete toe to toe with Manhattan or if 
it can rearrange New York City’s hierarchy. Is Brooklyn’s economic and commercial boom 
shifting the balance of economic power from the other boroughs and Manhattan?
 Brooklyn’s infamous global brand has given it more prestige and reputation than 
anything else. The borough is renowned for its outgoing scene of hipster Dom, which is 
world recognized. There are Bedford Stuyvesant Cafes in Amsterdam, Holland and there 
are food trucks in Paris, France. There is specific content that is being created and brand-
ed by organizations that sponsor Brooklyn-based companies, like BKLYN1834, that are 
specifically “dedicated to selling the borough’s image beyond its borders”. Such companies 
seek to finance artists and work in partnerships that use their work; this relationship is 
seen as a “mutually beneficial partnership”. Associations like Clubhouse fund cooperative 
communities where residents produce material that subsidizes and promotes Brooklyn as a 
lifestyle all around the world, as stated by Kim Velsey, “hopes to fund others arts com-
munes whose denizens will produce content, like a Converse ad that the company recently 
created, subsidizing and fostering a lifestyle that can sell stuff—”Brooklyn is cool now”. 
Hip companies which attract adolescents and other age groups, like Converse, produce ads 
that further enrich the project. Organizations such as Clubhouse directly help the overall 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Joseph Consolo for Micro-Economics.
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economy as they host numerous positions like marketing directors, creative directors and 
art directors.
 The borough of Brooklyn can rival any global city with its new and acclaimed Bar-
clays Center which is the home of the Brooklyn Nets. Almost any major city has its own 
stadium and its own sports team. The Brooklyn Nets partnered with a private developing 
company (Forest City Ratner) which not only financed the building of the Barclays Center 
but brought substantial commercial expansion to the region as well as sponsoring 16 
residential apartment buildings that would assist the area with further affordable housing. 
The 22 acres of land, where these projects are located, also provide much needed space for 
retail and administrative buildings that can be used for office space. The project overall 
had a cost of approximately 1 billion dollars. The Barclays Center holds a seat count of 
18,200 and debuted in 2012. It houses the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets which is Brooklyn’s first 
notable sports team since the Dodgers. The arena has acquired 14 million dollars in tax 
revenue in its first year of operation and the total output from the Barclays Center was 
around 145 million dollars in its first year. The center was also given the honor of hosting 
the most concerts amongst all other similar venues within the country from 2012-2013. 
The full economic activity of the Barclays Center on Brooklyn’s economy is tremendous, 
around 250 million dollars was produced indirectly in the first year of operation. Over the 
next 30 years the arena is projected to bring in around 400 million dollars in tax revenue. 
On the other hand it is still very debatable on the impact that the center is having as Phyl-
lis Furman states: “In spite of the arena’s strides, critics say it has yet to generate enough 
jobs to justify the public subsidies it has received. And some local businesses near the 
arena say they have yet to see a much expected increase in revenues.” Marty Markowitz on 
the other hand, who was Brooklyn’s borough president at the time of the approval of the 
arena, to the time during its first year of business, sees the center as a major positive for 
the borough saying, “The return of professional sports to Brooklyn can provide the same 
unifying identity today as it did in the past—and further add to the attraction of Brook-
lyn.”  And goes on to further say, “ No other single decision could have had as significant 
an impact on economic development in this area as locating a professional sports team in 
Brooklyn and building an arena at Atlantic Yards”.
 From the 1950’s to the 1970’s the crime rate in Brooklyn shot up, which forced 
large amounts of white settlers—especially in East New York—to move to areas such as 
Long Island and New Jersey. Between the 1985 and 1995 the crime rate was severe, fueled 
by the drug epidemic, which directly and indirectly clogged Brooklyn’s economic growth. 
Businesses and people had a limited amount of confidence or feeling of safety within the 
Borough, which cut the supply of much needed capital throughout the district. Condos 
and wealthy real estate projects were not a possibility then, as there were no customers or 
any financial backing for their development. Brooklyn’s crime rate has severely diminished 
over the past few decades. During the height of the crime wave in 1990, 158,000 crimes 
were documented; while in 2013 fewer than 36,000 were reported which is an estimated 
80% decrease.
 In February of 2013 JPMorgan Chase & Co, the country’s largest lender, planned 
to transfer approximately 2,000 employees from its headquarters in the Chase Manhattan 
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Plaza to Brooklyn’s newly renovated Metro Tech Plaza. The Metro Tech Center houses JP 
Morgan and Forest City Ratner affiliates. Office space in Brooklyn’s business district in 
Downtown Brooklyn is severely limited as 96% of the 15.5 million square feet of offices 
are in use as stated by CBRE Group Inc., while Manhattan‘s most occupied area (30th to 
Canal Street) has an occupancy rate of 93% as suggested by the Real Estate Services Firm. 
Space for offices around the Metro Tech Plaza are some of the most in demand real estate 
within the city, attracting entrepreneurs and tech companies. There is an array of different 
companies from all fields and all backgrounds that make Downtown Brooklyn an attrac-
tive destination, according to Ali Esmaeilzadeh, Vice President of Commercial Develop-
ment and Leasing at Forest City Ratner, who says “Downtown Brooklyn has now become 
a very diverse ecosystem of varied companies that are more reflective of all of Brooklyn 
and all of New York City,” and goes on to say “There’s still the presence of government 
and back-office, there’s also a surge in technology-based firms, entrepreneurial-type com-
panies.”
 Jobs within the borough of Brooklyn have been on a steady increase. Brooklyn’s 
private sector job growth rate has surpassed not only the American average and of neigh-
boring boroughs, but most importantly of Manhattan. Private sector jobs within Brooklyn 
have enlarged by 26% between 2003 and 2013, from 401,071 to 503,572, the biggest im-
provement by any other borough within the decade, according to Labor Department data. 
Manhattan, on the other hand, faced a more stagnant growth rate as jobs rose 13 % in the 
same decade, yet the number of jobs created were 250,000 (from 1,750,000 to 2,000,000). 
The great recession has taken its toll on Brooklyn: before the recession its the unemploy-
ment rate was 4.7% in December 2006, its lowest unemployment rate within four decades; 
and at the height of the recession it rose to 11.1% in January 2010. Manhattan’s unemploy-
ment rate was 3.7% in December 2006 and 9.1% in January 2010, compared to Brooklyn’s. 
The unemployment rate within Kings County (Brooklyn) has declined within the last 2 
years. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Kings County’s unemployment 
rate was 10.2 % in June 2012 and 9.4% in June of 2013, a 0.8% decrease. Manhattan’s 
unemployment rate went from 9.6% in June of 2012 to 8.7% in June of 2013, a 0.9% de-
crease. By comparison, the national unemployment rate decreased by 0.7% from June 2012 
to June 2013 (8.2% to 7.5% respectively) . Yet, the unemployment rate in Kings County is 
one of the highest rates within the state. Currently the unemployment rate within Kings 
County is 8.8% (March 2014) while Manhattan’s unemployment rate is 6.7% ( March 
2014). By comparison the national unemployment rate was 6.7% in March of 2014. The la-
bor market within Brooklyn is flourishing, keeping pace with Manhattan and the national 
averages.
 As crime levels lowered throughout the years, the streets of Brooklyn became 
safer for the average citizen. This ultimately led to a rise in the demand and price in real 
estate in the borough. According to Miller Samuel Inc., a real-estate appraiser,  the aver-
age residential price in Brooklyn rose tremendously from $336,238 to $688,334, which are 
record-setting numbers for Kings County. In comparison, Manhattan’s average price rose 
92%, from $800,967 to $1.5 million. Low interest rates and increasing rent costs within 
Manhattan have created a large demand for Brooklyn-based real estate, even though the 
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number of units for supply are becoming more elusive. The demand and price of condos 
and family houses especially, faced an increase. According to brokerage firm.
 Douglas Elliman Real Estate, the median price of condos and one to three family 
houses from 2010 to 2011 went up 13% to $478,000, and went up 15% from 2012 to 2013, 
to a record high of $550,000. The demand shortens the supply, as the inventory of listings 
fell 19% to 4,704, as stated by Miller Samuel Inc., a New York based appraiser. The short-
age of supply and the increase in prices all affect the demand according to Jonathan Miller, 
the president of Miller Samuel Inc. He says, “You choke off supply, you have a slowly 
improving economy, and prices rise,” and further says, “And then you compound it by 
widening your source of demand, when one of your competitors --Manhattan-- is expe-
riencing the same inventory problem”. Rent increases throughout New York and mort-
gage rates at remarkable lows are attracting consumers and have expanded Brooklyn as a 
formidable market that’s more affordable than Manhattan. Yet, homeowners aren’t selling 
or listing their properties as they don’t have the equity to sell, which effectively is creating 
a lack of supply.
 Apartment rents in Brooklyn have increased substantially around the whole bor-
ough. According to Miller Samuel and Douglas Elliman, Brooklyn rents have increased 
14% from June 2012 to June 2013 to a median of $2,737. This is the highest rate since the 
appraiser firm began recording data in 2008. In comparison, in Manhattan, rents rose 
1.9% to a median of $3,195 in June of 2013; this is the highest rate for Manhattan, sur-
passing 2006 by 2.1%. Mortgage rates are necessary for acquiring new real estate and is 
the alternative option to renting. According Freddie Mac, the average rate for a 30 year 
mortgage was 4.19% in May of 2014, a slight decrease in the past months. While that is 
higher than the near record low of May 2013, which was at 3.54%. Some of Brooklyn’s 
most acclaimed and sought-after properties reside in Williamsburg and the Greenpoint 
neighborhoods. For example, the median price of a condo or family house in Greenpoint 
rose 24% from summer 2012 to summer 2013 to $ 716,011 and to $860,000 in May of 
2014, according to Miller Samuel and Douglas Elliman. Whereas Williamsburg, one of 
Brooklyn’s most desirable neighborhoods, increased its median price for a home by 45.9% 
in one year from 2013 to 2014. Williamsburg is 40.98% higher than the median sales of a 
home on average in Brooklyn. In other areas such as Park Slope and Carroll Gardens, the 
median price of a family home increased 22% from 2012 to 2013 to $1.6million. There are 
specific neighborhoods within Brooklyn that account for the rising average cost of real 
estate within the borough.
 Properties are in high demand in Brooklyn, spending an approximate 146 days in 
2013 on the market before being bought. This is an 8.2% decrease from 2012, according 
to Miller Samuel and Douglas Elliman. The shortage of supply for homes will continue 
until the markets and jobs improve to appropriate levels for consumers, as stated by Mi-
cheal Guerra, the Douglas Elliman executive vice president who is in charge of Brooklyn 
sales, who says “We have fewer people choosing to move because we have less job mo-
bility than we had pre-recession,” and goes on to say “So if you didn’t get a new job or 
promotion, you’re going to stay put and you don’t list your property”. This new push for 
real estate has its negative effects. The populous who inhabited the area of Fort Greene 
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and new and acclaimed Dumbo ( which means “down under the Manhattan Bridge Over-
pass”), were made up of a majority of African Americans and Hispanics, who are now 
being forced to move as prices rise. There are areas that are failing to accommodate these 
ethnic groups or are raising rents, which makes it unbearable for individuals to continue 
living there, as filmmaker Spike Lee, a native Brooklyner, says: “So why did it take this 
great influx of white people to get the schools better?. Why’s there more police protection 
in Bed Stuy and Harlem now? Why’s the garbage getting picked up more regularly? We 
been here!”.
 Brooklyn is New York’s largest borough with a population of 2,592,149 resi-
dents, according to the U.S. Census Bureau for July of 2013. In 2010 the population of 
the borough was at 2,504,700 , meaning the population increased by 87,449, a 3.5% rise, 
making Brooklyn the fastest growing area within the city. By comparison, Manhattan, 
which had a population of 8,175,133 in 2010 rose to 8,405,837, a 2.8% increase. The size of 
Brooklyn reflects its political standing throughout the city, as it holds a 16 member com-
mission, making it the largest delegation of any borough within the 51-seat council. The 
2013 mayoral election said a lot about the power of Brooklyn’s political sphere, as three of 
the top runners were all Brooklyners: Republican Joe Lhota, Democratic runner-up Bill 
Thompson, and Democrat Bill de Blasio. New York City’s current mayor, Bill De Blasio, 
is a Brooklyner who took over office from former mayor Michael Bloomberg. New York 
City has been run, nearly unchallenged, by Manhattanites, and there hasn’t been a Brook-
lyner in office since 1973. Bill De Blasio is very hopeful for the prospect of Brooklyn, as it 
has a lot to offer: “Whether you enjoy walks in Prospect Park, a Nets game, a show at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music, art exhibits or great dining, it’s happening in Brooklyn” and 
goes on to say “The sleeping giant is awakening,” referring to Brooklyn and its economic 
and political potential. Politicians within Brooklyn are confident of the strides that their 
borough is making, as Carlo Scissura, president of the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, 
says: “The winds have shifted across the East River,”.
 The television and film industry in Brooklyn attracts major attention and capital 
to the borough. The industry employs around 130,000 employees and creates $7.1 billion 
in revenue for the year of 2013 in New York City, according to the city’s Office of Film, 
Theater & Broadcasting. The film industry in New York City was in charge of 29 televi-
sion shows in 2013, a huge increase from the 7 made in 2003. Out of the total 29 television 
series, 14 of them were shot in Brooklyn, which include HBO’s “Boardwalk Empire” and 
CBS’s “The Good Wife” and “Blue Bloods.” Steiner Studios, a Brooklyn-based studio 
complex, is the largest complex outside of Hollywood. It has featured 40 films and 19 tele-
vision series since its opening in 2004. New York City is attempting to attract production 
for films and TV shows with more than just the setting and location of New York, along 
with an array of specialists. This would make New York City a media center for web de-
sign, animation, graphic arts and digital effects. In the case of Boardwalk Empire, HBO’s 
$18 billion budget show, HBO chose a Brooklyn based digital effects firm “Brainstorm 
Digital” instead of turning to Hollywood or Silicon Valley. These kinds of trends are im-
portant for the success of Brooklyn not only in the film industry but in terms of creating a 
powerful job network that would take this sector to a new level.
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 In recent years, Brooklyn has emerged as an economically bustling part of New 
York. The borough which is just across the East River, has become a thriving competitor 
to Manhattan. With its multi-million real estate development at Dumbo, the construction 
of the illustrious Barclays Arena and a fierce housing market, Brooklyn is now a player on 
the global stage. With immense development and progress over the last decade, Brooklyn 
has gained much notoriety, but it is much too early to declare that Brooklyn’s economy can 
compare to that of Manhattan. Instead of rivaling against each other these two boroughs 
work together to ensure the future development of the City as a whole. When discuss-
ing the major growth that has taken place within the borough, it largely focuses on a few 
areas of Brooklyn. The Northern part of the borough gained most of the growth and the 
attention that came with it. Area’s such as Fort Greene, Williamsburg, Dumbo, Bedford 
Stuyvesant and Carroll Gardens are facing the brunt of the development. This expansion 
is chastising many of Brooklyn’s inhabitants directly or indirectly, as many minorities and 
other groups are forced to leave as demographics change and conditions such as rent rise. 
Spreading this economic growth throughout the borough would provide more stability for 
the average citizen.
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Chinese Zodiac Calendar 

1

Diana Ng

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Valerie Sokolova.
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The Crisis of African-American 
Hunger 

Food Insecurity in the Social Construct of Race and Justice
1

Frances Noel

Abstract

This paper examined a gnawing problem: the lack of food security initiatives in African-
American low-income communities is a direct result of racial bias inherently dismissive of 
a health crisis looming in those communities, and that if left unchecked it would be a crisis 
specific to an exogenous depression that unleashes socio-cultural and politico-economic 
turmoil as never before. The paper juxtaposes efforts to uproot racism in the food assis-
tance programs and close the food gap with the quest for food justice in African-Amer-
ican low-income communities. In the context of social values and responsibilities, this 
paper provides an unvarnished overview of disruptive African-American food traditions 
and a peoples’ historic distrust of anti-malnutrition campaigns. Finally, the paper con-
cludes that intervention should be the linchpin of the anti-hunger strategy in which urban 
farmers (1) argue that community supported agriculture indeed is sustainable; (2) attempt 
to overcome the perception of urban farming as an extreme retrogression to slavery (by 
assuaging suspicion of the eat-healthy-to-live movement); (3) expose the deceptive market-
ing schemes by the powerful junk food lobby (who thwart awareness of the risks of gratu-
itous food consumption); and (4) aggressively circumvent the destructive eating habits of 
impoverished African-Americans.

“Them belly full, but we hungry/Ah hungry mob is ah angry mob.”
—Bob Marley, Them Belly Full

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Sekou Luke for CA 6000: Beverage Management.
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Food insecurity is def ined as households having trouble putt ing food on 
the table: and when situated in the wider context of racial inequal ity and 
injust ice—because “[a] large body of research exists relat ing race to the 

production, distribution and consumption of food” (Slocum, 1)—heretofore as-
sumptions about hunger bel ie the l ived experience of a vast sector of the Afri-
can-American populat ion who are poor, malnourished, disease-prone and often 
relegated to forage the world’s most bountiful, yet prohibit ive bread basket.
 With little or no emergency food outlets or initiatives promoting an active, 
healthy life coming to the rescue, food insecure African-American low-income communi-
ties teeter on the brink of disaster. But it’s even worse than it looks. One qualitative study, 
which examined the relationship between health, hunger, and food insecurity among 
African-American women in Philadelphia, revealed that the “experience of food insecurity 
was related to violence and poor mental health. Women described [two] kinds of hunger: 
‘hunger of the body’ and ‘hunger of the mind.’ Hunger of the body referred to the out-
right painful sensation of hunger caused by insufficient funds. Hunger of the mind was 
related to trauma, encompassing feelings of depression and hopelessness. Both forms of 
hunger may be a physical manifestation of structural and interpersonal violence” (Booth 
and Chilton, 116). In Minnesota, another study discovered that the “shocking rates of the 
less than ‘poor’ health status in the African-American community [there] does not lend 
to the overall beliefs, perceptions, and self-report knowledge as is relates food, nutrition, 
and health. Historically, when asked about their diet, African-Americans will repeatedly 
state that they ‘just know’ how to eat healthy because it was ‘passed down.’ However, an 
increase in the prevalence of nutrition related diseases in African-American communities 
lead one to conclude that ‘knowing’ about the importance of nutrition is not enough to en-
courage positive behavior changes that may lead to a reduction in nutrition related diseases 
such as hypertension, heart disease, and those related to obesity” (Brown and Marczak, 
1). According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, adult obesity rates are 
51 percent higher for African-Americans than whites and 21 percent higher for Latinos. 
Black and Latino children are more likely to become obese than white children (Treuhaft 
and Karpyn, 5). 
 In this paper, I argue that proponents of community supported agriculture (CSA) 
in the inner city must view the lack of food security initiatives in African-American 
low-income communities as a direct result of racial bias inherently dismissive of a health 
crisis looming in those communities: if left unchecked, it would be a crisis specific to an 
exogenous depression that unleashes social, cultural, economic and political turmoil we 
could scarcely fathom. My research juxtaposes efforts to uproot racism in the food system 
and close the food gap with Dennis Derryck’s quest for food justice in African-American 
low-income communities and the new paradigm shift in farm-to-table production that 
ultimately will achieve said justice. Finally, in the construct of social values and responsi-
bilities, The Crisis of African-American Hunger provides an unvarnished overview of African-
American food traditions, a peoples’ historic distrust of anti-malnutrition campaigns and 
taps into Rachel Slocum’s “arguments about how racism shapes food systems [and] how 
food might enable different theorizations of race” (Slocum, 1). 
 In 2011, Bread for the World Institute drew attention to the fact that “[o]ne in four 
African-American households struggle to put food on the table, compared to about one in 
seven of all U.S. households.” In addition, “African-American children experience hunger 
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at higher rates than adults [and] [a]lmost 35 percent of African-American children live in 
families that struggle to put food on the table” (“Fact Sheet: Poverty…” 1). In its 2012 
report (the last time it monitored the extent and severity of food insecurity in U.S. house-
holds), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) found that food insecurity 
for the entire U.S. was relatively stable from 2008 to 2012 (Coleman-Jensen et al, v). The 
report also claimed that food insecurity remained steady for African-American households 
within that same period, noting that it was 25.1 percent in 2011 and had dropped to the 
“not statistically significant” 24.6 percent in 2012.  Overall, only 25.7 percent of African-
American and non-Hispanic households were food insecure between 2008 and 2012 
(Coleman-Jensen et al, i).
 Despite the findings of the USDA, African-American households essentially fall 
more frequently into the “very low food security” subgroup, which is the severe range of 
food insecurity in which people have disruptive eating patterns and are skipping meals 
because they are not getting enough to eat. And when comparisons between African 
Americans, Hispanics and whites are factored in, those attributes are more prevalent 
among African American and non-Hispanic and Hispanic households than among white 
non-Hispanic households.
 In 2012, “[r]ates of food insecurity were higher than the national average for…
Black, non-Hispanic households (24.6 percent) and Hispanic households (23.3 percent)” 
and “[v]ery low food security was more prevalent than the national average (5.7 percent) 
for…Black, non-Hispanic households (10.4 percent) and Hispanic households (7.4 per-
cent)” (Coleman-Jensen et al, 14). Although it belabors the fact that 85.5 percent of U.S. 
households were food secure at one time or another in 2012 (Coleman-Jensen et al, i), 
a consistent finding is that food insecurity is more prevalent among African-American 
households than Hispanic and white households.
 In a worst-case scenario, one can plausibly infer that the remaining 14.5 percent 
(17.6 million) (Coleman-Jensen et al, i)—presumably those mostly food insecure African 
American households—would suffer catastrophic socio-economic consequences were it 
not for their participation in each of the three largest Federal food and nutrition assis-
tance programs: the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly the 
Food Stamp Program, the National School Lunch Program, and the Special Supplemental 
Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) (Coleman-Jensen et al, i). 
African-Americans make up 12.4 percent of the population, but are 19.6 percent of partici-
pants in the WIC program and 22.5 percent of the participants in SNAP. And 90 percent 
of African American children will receive SNAP benefits at some point before age 20, 
compared to 49 percent of all U.S. children (“Fact Sheet: Poverty…,” 2).
 In 2010, after conducting an independent analysis of data it had collected from 31 
states, The New York Times discovered an “overlooked subgroup that is growing especially 
fast: recipients with no cash income” (Deparle and Gebeloff). It found that “[a]bout six 
million Americans receiving food stamps report they have no other income…no welfare, 
no unemployment insurance, and no pensions, child support or disability pay…About 
one in 50 Americans now lives in a household…that consists of nothing but a food-stamp 
card” (Deparle and Gebeloff). Though this “precarious way of life” is “racially mixed as 
well” (Deparle and Gebeloff), can it be argued that African Americans bear the brunt of 
its impact.
 Since the publication of the USDA report, far-right Republican conservatives, 
“bending to the demands” of T.E.A. Party extremists, have cut $8 billion in funding for 
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food stamps (and “would have slashed $40 billion in SNAP money” had they gotten their 
way) (O’Keefe). As in the case of the Philadelphia and Minnesota studies, research has 
shown a clear correlation between draconian cutbacks in federal assistance programs and 
increased levels of poverty, including extreme child poverty, homelessness, hunger and 
crime (“The State of America’s Children,” v). Every day in Black America, 761 babies are 
born into poverty, 236 are born at low birthweight and 24 die before their first birthdays 
(“The State of America’s Children,” xxi). And “hundreds of thousands” more are sucked 
into the prison pipeline that leads often to premature death. “Nationally, one in three 
Black…boys born in 2001 [is] at risk of imprisonment during their lifetime” (“The State of 
America’s Children,” vii).
 A major determinant is the racial politics enmeshed in our food assistance pro-
grams. Republican hardliners have imperiled African American low income communities 
by making them food insecure: they use “racism as a strategy” or “dog whistle politics” 
(“Ian Haney López…”). When they are not openly using “term[s] like ‘welfare queen’ or 
‘food stamp president,’ ” (“Ian Haney López…”) as a signal to white voters to support 
the evisceration of anti-poverty programs, they muster an inventive array of insults. All of 
America remembers Mitt Romney’s infamous attack on the “47 percent”—those mooch-
ing Obamaites, “who are dependent upon government, who believe that they are victims, 
who believe the government has a responsibility to care for them, who believe that they 
are entitled to health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-it” (Corn). In his book, Dog 
Whistle Politics: How Coded racial Appeals Have reinvented racism and Wrecked the middle Class, 
Ian Haney López breaks “the code on the racist politics of the last 50 years (Moyers)” 
(“Ian Haney López…”), exposing politicians who have “mastered the use of dog whistles 
(Moyers)” (“Ian Haney López…”). Ronald Reagan perfected the art:

So we know Ronald Reagan used to talk about ‘welfare queens.’ But 
he also had this other stump speech that he would give. He would 
speak to his audiences and he would say, ‘I understand how frustrat-
ing it is for you when you’re standing in line at a grocery store wait-
ing to buy hamburger and there’s some young fellow ahead of you 
buying T-bone steak with food stamps. Now the first time he told 
that tale, it wasn’t some young fellow. He said, some ‘young buck.’ 
And a young buck was a racially-coded term that stood for a strong 
African American man. And so that term, that moved from being 
a dog whistle to an outright racial provocation. Reagan backed off 
and he started talking about, some young fellow buying a T-bone 
steak with food stamps…And that’s conjuring the image of the lazy 
minority who’s strong, who could work, but who doesn’t want to 
work, and prefers to be on welfare. But the other image is the ‘you’ 
in that story, who Reagan’s talking to…that’s white. So there you 
can see this racial narrative. ‘You,’ Reagan is saying to white audi-
ences, you’re being taken advantage of (“Ian Haney López…”).

 So when African Americans “eat well” they are making “a statement not only 
against junk food” (Slocum, 4), but about taking food from the mouths of whites? An 
inconvenient truth is that “a large and consistent body of evidence supports what residents 
have long observed (Treuhaft and Karpyn, 5):” the T-bone steak may be all their neighbor-
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hood grocery has to offer in terms of privileged, white food. “Full-service grocery stores, 
farmers’ markets, and other vendors that sell fresh fruits, vegetables, and other healthy 
foods cannot be found in their neighborhoods. What can be found, often in great abun-
dance, are convenience stores and fast food restaurants that mainly sell cheap, high-fat, 
high-sugar, processed foods and offer few healthy options” (Treuhaft and Karpyn, 7). But 
“[w]hat difference does race make in the fields where food is grown, the places it is sold 
and the manner in which it is eaten?” (Slocum, 2). Except for the “safety net” provided by 
those limited, government-controlled food security initiatives, one of the most important 
components in the generally assumed war against hunger in African-American communi-
ties has been the unsung proponents of community supported agriculture (CSA) in the 
inner-city, who, as one “envision a black relationship to land,” (Mistinguette) is not your 
stereotypical picture of the black farmer.
 In 2011, Dennis Derryck and his merry band of Harlem-based “Community 
Chefs,” cooked up The Corbin Hill Project, “a values-based supply chain serving the vulnera-
ble,” who make up the “50 percent of the households [with] incomes less than 200 percent 
of the federal poverty guidelines” (Derryck) and live in food insecure African-American 
low-income communities in New York City. Since hunger and poverty “often places dis-
proportionate health risks on people who are already the most vulnerable or susceptible 
to those risks” (Clark et al), Corbin Hill’s Community Health Partners administer to the 
needs of “the formerly homeless, homeless youth, formerly incarcerated, Head Start [and] 
adult day care centers for those with HIV/AIDS” (Derryck).
 A lifelong community organizer  “committed to social justice and equity,” Der-
ryck grew frustrated with “other communities that do not look like us,” particularly up-
state New York white farmers purporting to find middle ground in the often skewed dis-
cussions around the causes of hunger in African American low income communities and 
how best to quench this hunger. “Everyone talks about us when it comes to food, food 
policy, the allocation of food resources including what we need, and most often deciding 
what is best for us.” The plan by the nonprofit Corbin Hill was to join the “very complex 
networks” of wealthy, white, value-based supply chains and “change the existing para-
digm.” But the concept of “sovereignty” and “ownership” seemed offensive to the farm-
ers. What Corbin Hill proposed was disruptive: “We, in our community, even if we were 
SNAP recipients, who happened to be poor, were Shareholders of Corbin Hill Farm.” As 
Derryck recalled, the strategy was to introduce a whole new “vocabulary” to the farmers 
“from a demand perspective,” not to confound or disrespect them, but to “provide a way 
to connect our vision as we redefined the conversation.” The farmers, Derryck suggested, 
henceforth should refer to Corbin Hill’s people as “Community Organizers, not simply 
outreach workers,” and its “cooks” as “Community Chefs with knowledge about nutri-
tion”: as a matter of fact, calling them “nutritionists” or “Community Health Partners, 
given the health disparities in our community,” neither would be a slip of the tongue nor 
viewed as gratuitous kowtowing. “With less than four percent of all produce grown in the 
state reaching the city, it was clear as we got to know farmers; that they were invisible; had 
no access to markets; did not know our community [or] were too small or not interested in 
starting a CSA in the city or being part of a farmers market” (Derryck).
 With nearly $80,000 in venture capital, Corbin Hill “put some skin in the game” 
and later pumped more than one million dollars into the networks, which “provided us 
the space to think boldly, to introduce new ideas.” As intended, the initiative created 
shockwaves, causing a tectonic shift within America’s farm industry, forever changing how 
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it does business with African-American proponents of community supported agriculture 
in the inner-city. For Derryck, fighting in “the hunger games,” armed only with a new 
“vocabulary,” had paid off by putting “some real meaning behind all the talk about food 
justice…” (Derryck).
 Amid the histrionic outburst—black hunger is allowed to continue unabated 
even under the watch of the nation’s first African American president—the perception 
persists among some African-Americans that proponents of sustainable agriculture in 
Black communities perpetuate an extreme retrogression to slavery rather than full bellies. 
These detractors contend that a proliferation of the CSAs will conjure the image of their 
ancestors picking cotton or tilling land on “massa’s” plantation. “Shrinking enrollments 
in...agricultural programs...can be partly explained by negative attitudes of Blacks toward 
agriculture. This attitude has roots in the historical experiences of African Americans and 
has negative implication for...agricultural programs...A collection of data from a sample of 
Black Louisiana Farmers lends credence to the claim that Black Farmers are not encour-
aging their children to go into farming” (Hunte, 11). But this deep cultural malaise has 
augured badly for African-Americans afflicted by the scourge of hunger and malnutrition: 
failure to supplant ideology that eschew agriculture with the proactive exhortation, “grow 
what you eat, eat what you grow” will have negative, far-reaching consequences for black 
life as we know it.
 It is no secret that some African American low income communities are putting 
up barriers to food secure initiatives and have contributed, albeit unwittingly, to the onset 
of the health crisis in question. In 2007, in an attempt to enhance program participation 
in Nutrition Education Programs provided by the University of Minnesota Extension, the 
institution reached out to African Americans in the state, but encountered stiff resistance: 
“Participants were suspicious of educators coming into the community to conduct re-
search or provide nutrition education. They stated that the information ‘will be eventually 
utilized against us…even if we may say one thing…it might get published another way’ 
” (Brown and Marczak, 2). Most unnerving is the fact that those food insecure African 
Americans insisted they were providing “good nutrition” for their children. “[Y]ou know, 
the more of the products that you find such as milk, the noodles, the beans and stuff like 
that, we try to get that because of our culture, we grew up on all of that…so to us it’s food 
that’s gonna stick to us…and not just run through my children and the next ten minutes 
they’re going to be hungry again” (Brown and Marczak, 2).
 In arguing that “[c]ooking and eating are theorized as means to resist assimilation 
and racialized heteropatriarchy inscribed on bodies” (Slocum, 4), Professor Rachel Slocum 
implies that African American culinary experts are complicit in spreading the Minnesota 
study participants’ way of thinking—and might not be doing anything unethical when one 
“[brings] together anti-racist theory and food research” (Slocum, 1):

Similarly, African American cookbook authors write against nega-
tive depictions of black food, seeking to eradicate culinary racism 
(Zafar, 1999). Black chef/activist Bryant Terry wrote his cookbook 
Vegan Soul Kitchen (2009) partly out of anger that soul food was 
being blamed for African American obesity. He also wanted to ad-
dress the question of local food, arguing that soul food originates 
in African American backyard gardens and through the practice of 
bartering….‘Eating black’ becomes of primal importance to identity 
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as African Americans fragment, stratify and become more diverse 
(Zafar, 1999). Embracing soul food is a statement of racial pride 
precisely because it reclaims foods previously despised—those ani-
mal parts that slaves had to eat and those that their owners would 
not (Bailey, 2007). While younger African Americans may not want 
to identify with the past of black America through its food (Zafar, 
1999), [they] have often rejected vegetarianism and veganism as 
choices of the privileged (Bailey, 2007) (Slocum 4).

 In conclusion, therefore, it can be said that in the face of incontrovertible proof 
that hunger and malnutrition is more prevalent among African-Americans, proponents 
of sustainable agriculture in the inner-city eventually will interpret the relative paucity 
of food security initiatives in predominantly Black communities as an impending health 
crisis. An updated and truly nonpartisan USDA report would paint a more devastating 
picture of food insecure African American low income households and possibly accept the 
notion of black bodies atrophied from malnutrition or starved to death in “food desert” 
communities throughout the land of plenty as not so far-fetched after all. To ward off such 
tragic consequences, food secure initiatives, like the politically pilfered SNAP and WIC, 
needs an infusion of the more than $400 million President Obama had promised to help 
establish a national Healthy Food Financing Initiative (Treuhaft and Karpyn, 5). Interven-
tion should be the linchpin of the anti-hunger strategy in which urban farmers (1) argue 
that community supported agriculture indeed is sustainable; (2) attempt to overcome the 
stigma of farming as slavery (by assuaging suspicion of the eat-healthy-to-live movement); 
(3) expose the deceptive marketing schemes by the powerful junk food lobby (who thwart 
awareness of the risks of gratuitous food consumption); and (4) aggressively circumvent 
the destructive eating habits of impoverished African-Americans. Such coherent strategies 
must become part of the national policy debate and activated with the fierce urgency of 
now.
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Irena Sendlerowa: A True WWII Hero1

Patricia Pjatakova

Abstract

This research paper focuses on the Holocaust, specifically Irena Sendlerowa, a Polish 
social worker who smuggled 2,500 Jewish children out of the Warsaw Ghetto saving them 
from elimination in death camps. Irena, A True WWII Hero, went above and beyond, 
doing anything within her power to save as many Jews as she could without getting caught 
by the Germans. Despite being viewed as a Hero today, Irena had not been acknowledged 
for her work until 1999, when several students from Kansas stumbled upon an article 
about her and later began a project “Life in a Jar: The Irena Sendler Project.” Later, Irena 
has been presented with several awards, including Poland’s highest honor, The Order of 
the White Eagle.  

Irena Sendlerowa, sometimes referred to as Sendler in America, was a Polish social 
worker who put her own life at risk throughout World War II, to save the lives of 
thousands of Jews as well as innocent Jewish children, who along with their fami-

lies were forced into the Warsaw Ghetto and soon to face elimination. Irena was born in 
Otwock, Poland on February 15, 1910 to Dr. Stanislaw Krzyzanowski and his wife Janina. 
Dr. Krzyzanowski was a physician who devoted himself to caring for Jewish patients as 
the typhus epidemic broke out during the war (Kroll). The epidemic was very severe, and 
since many doctors refused to treat the Jews in fear of contracting the disease, Dr. Krzyza-
nowski volunteered to help out (Irena Sendler). Nonetheless, he himself was infected with 
the typhus epidemic while caring for his patients and suddenly passed away. At the time 
of her father’s passing, Irena was only seven years old. Although times were not easy for 
her and her mother, Irena completed school and later enrolled into the Warsaw University 
(Kroll).
 Irena did not have it easy while studying at the University of Warsaw, mainly due 
to the strict separation of student’s by religion into Jewish and non-Jewish. The rules disal-
lowed students of different religions to spend time together, or even to sit next to each 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Margot Nasti for ENG2400: Freshman English II.
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other whether inside or outside of the classroom. Irena, still a student at the University 
refused to acknowledge the assigned rules. This action later caused her one year suspen-
sion from the University. Nevertheless, after her suspension, Irena completed her studies 
and soon enough began working as a social worker in the Warsaw Welfare Department 
(Kroll).
 Irena’s biggest inspiration for doing what she did was her father, since he was one 
of the first Polish Socialists who as a physician cared mainly for poor Jews (Irena Sendler). 
Although not standing by her side any more, Irena recalled Dr. Krzyzanowski’s last words 
to his daughter “You see a man drowning, you must try to save him even if you cannot 
swim” (Irena Sendler) proposing the idea that helping a person in need should not be a 
hard decision, it’s a must, as well as that you don’t have to be perfect in order to give some-
one you’re helping hand because it’s your will that counts. During one of her interviews 
Irena also mentioned a saying that her parents always wanted her to remember, and guide 
her in whatever she does. “My parents taught me, that if a man is drowning, it is irrelevant 
what is his religion or nationality. One must help him” (Kroll) tying to her father’s words, 
but from her perspective. Irena truly acknowledged her parent’s lessons and took them 
close to her heart, because after all she saved 2,500 Jewish children; innocent people of a 
different religion “drowning” with no hope left for life. 
 Germany invaded Poland on September 1st 1939, marking the start of World War 
II. In October of 1940 Germans established the Warsaw Ghetto, forcing all Jews, children 
and adults, from around the area to move in (Warsaw). The Ghetto, enclosed by a large 
wall and barbed wire housed approximately 400,000 Jews that were forced in by the Ger-
mans, treated under terrible conditions such as: large groups of people being crowded in 
one room with no personal space, no proper clothing suited for the weather, and an insuf-
ficient amount of food-each resident receiving about 300 calories a day (Warsaw). “Chil-
dren starving to death” as well as adults dying from starvation and contagious diseases 
daily, resulting in about 83,000 deaths between 1940-mid 1942 (Warsaw).
 Between July and September of 1942, resettlement of about 265,000 Jews was 
happening between the Warsaw Ghetto and death camps, resulting in massive deaths 
(Warsaw). Many non-Jewish citizens did not interfere with the actions of the Germans, not 
wanting to cause problems for themselves through these rough times. However, then there 
were those such as Irena Sendlerowa, willing to do anything within her power to save the 
innocent Jews, especially the children since she has always been thought to help anyone 
who she sees needs help.
 Germany’s invasion of Poland, marking the beginning of World War II in Eu-
rope, was not a good sign of anything. Jews were mistreated and dehumanized, deprived 
of their humanity, for no other reason than being born Jewish. Despite all the hatred and 
inhumane treatment of Jews, Irena did not let anything or anyone get in her way, and did 
what she has been brought up to do since childhood: help those in need, despite their 
religion or nationality. According to Chana Kroll, the author of Irena Sendler: rescuer of the 
Children of Warsaw, Irena never left the side of her Jewish friends after the Nazi occupation 
of Poland, and helped them in any way that she possibly could to save them from the 
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Ghetto (Kroll). One of the first things Irena did for her Jewish friends was make forged 
documents through her connections, changing their identities to avoid being placed in the 
Ghetto in the first place. Within the three years between 1939 and 1942, Irena along with 
several other people she trusted forged over 3,000 documents to save the lives of innocent 
Jewish families (Kroll). Besides forging documents and helping Jews get new Christian 
identities, Irena also used her connections to get false reports from social workers and 
physicians, stating that several Jews were contracted with a serious and contagious disease, 
in order to avoid inspection (Portrait of Irena Sendlerowa). Another solution Irena came 
up with in order to save Jews from going to the Ghetto, was to convince superintendents 
and home owners to register them as their tenants (Portrait), knowing that if this plan 
works out they will be saved, at least for now. Regardless of helping out only her Jewish 
friends, Irena also extended her helping hand to the rest of the Jewish population, offering 
them food and shelter throughout this difficult time. 
 Risking your own life to save the lives of hundreds of thousands Jewish individu-
als who are being sent out for persecution is not an easy task, but it was a challenge that 
Irena accepted. Even after witnessing the imprisonment of nearly 500,000 Jews in the 
Warsaw Ghetto (Kroll), Irena did not back down, despite the petrifying number. This 
convinced her that she has the ability to do even more to help these people, and decided 
to participate and involve herself in to save as many people as she could, although it was 
impossible to save them all.
 Irena was one of the few non-Jewish individuals who tuned her back on regular 
Poles, those who were against Jews, and extended her assistance to the Jews that needed it. 
Although not many people had the heart to do what she did, several others felt the sorrow 
and found ways to help out. One of the ideas that became a reality was to create an organi-
zation to help aid Jews. This organization became known as Zegota, which is the Council 
for Aid to Jews in Nazi-occupied Poland, also known as “Rada Pomocy Zydom” in Polish 
(Portrait), was located outside the Ghetto Walls, offering assistance such as food or medi-
cine to those who needed it inside the Ghetto (Kroll). Zofia Kossak-Sczucka and Wanda 
Krahelska-Filipowicz, the founders of Zegota in fall of 1942, approached Irena offering 
her a position to be the head of the Children’s Department within the organization. Irena, 
whose nature was to help those in need even if the process wasn’t easy, could not say no, 
and happily agreed saying “I lost no time in reflecting [on the danger], knowing that I and 
my heart had to be there, had to be a part of the rescue” (Kroll).  
 As the head of the Children’s Department of Zegota, and her strong connections 
with other Socialists in various departments, Irena was able to illegally forge different 
passes with access to the Ghetto. According to the “Portrait of Irena Sendlerowa,” an 
article from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum archive, “…Sendlerowa ob-
tained special passes from physicians in the epidemic control department that allowed her 
and her co-conspirator, Irena Schultz, to enter the Ghetto at will” (Portrait). Irena took 
advantage of the privilege to enter the Ghetto at any time, and made as many trips daily as 
necessary. At this point, she always brought food, medicine, clothing and money whenever 
entering the Ghetto to help the Jews that were captured inside. However, there was only 
a certain amount of things a woman, under cover, could sneak into the Ghetto past the 
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guards. Therefore, according to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum article, 
plumbers, electricians, and other workers Irena knew with the permission to drive their 
trucks inside the district helped transport the considerable amount of necessities inside the 
Ghetto (Portrait). 
 Sneaking food, medicine, clothes and money—simply put, any inanimate ob-
jects were forbidden—past the Ghetto guards without getting caught was a hassle. Now, 
imagine smuggling living and breathing human beings; children ranging in different ages, 
outside of the Ghetto, once again passing by the guards. This must have been an absolute-
ly terrifying and nerve-wracking moment for Irena, her co-workers who were in this with 
her, and even for the children who other than knowing they had to keep quiet and stay on 
their best behavior had no clue what was happening. However, Irena was able to do it no 
matter how difficult the obstacles became. Here, every time she entered the Ghetto she 
left with a child. Although sneaking the children out of the Ghetto was difficult “…Irena 
would place them in gunny sacks or toolboxes and carry them out of the Ghetto, or she 
would hide them under potatoes in a cart” (Kroll), it was even harder for parents to let go 
of their children, and give them away to a stranger that says they will take care of them, 
especially during this difficult time of war when you don’t know who you can and cannot 
trust. According to Irena Sendler: Rescuer of the Children of Warsaw, an article by Chana 
Kroll, “at first, Irena and her helpers took orphans living on the streets of the Ghetto. 
Later, she would meet with parents and ask them to let her take their children out” 
(Kroll), stressing that she wants to help them, and is capable of it, all she needs is trust 
from the parents. Irena also made it clear to all the families whom she took children away 
for safety purposes, that their identities will be kept safe, and the children will be returned 
to their families once the war is over, promising a family reunion (Kroll). 
 Children were given away, promises to the parents were made, and over 2,500 
children were smuggled out of the Ghetto healthy and alive and brought to safety. After 
the dangerous journey taken from the Ghetto, Irena “…would take the children to the 
home of her friends, the Piotrowski family, where the children would change their cloth-
ing, and have a chance to eat and rest…” (Kroll). Although the children were now in a 
safer place, Irena had to write up her records of the children she took. “She provided each 
child with birth and baptismal certificates and a new identity. In addition, she carefully 
recorded in code the original names of all the children and where they were being placed 
so that after the war they could be claimed by surviving relatives” (Portrait).    
 The idea of writing up a list of children’s names and places where they where 
homed was phenomenal; keeping a record of all that she has done since “…Sendlerowa 
placed more than 2,500 Jewish children in orphanages, convents, schools, hospitals and 
private homes” (Portrait). With the war going on outside people’s windows, it was difficult 
for Irena to keep the secret coded list with her at all times, and therefore decided to save 
all her notes by placing it in a jar, and burying it under an apple tree in her friend’s back 
yard, knowing this secret will be kept safe there.
 Although Poland wasn’t in the best conditions during the war, Irena managed to 
keep her children safe no matter where she assigned them to be. However, on October 20, 
1943 an unexpected tragedy occurred. Irena Sendlerowa was arrested by the Gestapo, 
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five month after the destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto. An anonymous individual had 
reported her for interacting with the Jews in the Ghetto, resulting in severe torture and 
beating. The outcome of this brutal beating was a broken leg and foot, leaving her perma-
nently crippled (Kroll). Despite the heartless and vicious actions, Irena refused to reveal 
her networks, keeping her jar full of notes a secret. 
 As a punishment for her “heroism” and “courage,” as seen by the Jews, but as a 
refusal to accept terms and regulations provided by the Germans, Irena was scheduled to 
be executed. However, as the members of Zegota heard of what was in plan with Irena, 
they bribed the guard to keep her alive (Kroll). Although she was kept alive, her name was 
printed on the public list of those who were sentenced by the Gestapo. From this point 
on, until the end of the war, Irena, similar to the Jewish children she smuggled out of the 
Ghetto, had to hide and live under a fake identity (Kroll). 
 Hard work and dedication pays off, and so did the hard work of Irena Sendlerowa 
throughout her lifetime. Irena’s work throughout World War II was unbelievable and inde-
scribable, and therefore she is looked upon not only as a “mother” figure by those whom 
she saved, but a true World War II hero by other people around the world, even though 
she has not been acknowledged for all these years. It has not been until the year 1999, Ire-
na already being 91 years old, that a group of Kansas students stumbled upon the statistic 
of Irena saving 2,500 children from the Warsaw Ghetto during the time of war. Sounding 
like an unrealistic statistic at that point in time, the students conducted further research 
on Irena to clarify that the statistic was correct. As a result, they realized their findings 
were correct, however, strange that no one has ever heard of this courageous woman who 
saved nearly 2,500 children from the Ghetto (Conard). 
 Irena’s story fascinated this group of students, and therefore they decided to take 
it a step further. In honor of Irena, they directed a play titled “Life in a Jar: The Irena 
Sendler Project” to illustrate the strength of this woman during World War II. The play 
has been presented hundreds of times around the United States, as well as Poland, and 
even for Irena Sendlerowa herself, as the students from rural Kansas were able to com-
municate with her through letters, with the help of a Polish translator, and eventually meet 
her in person in early 2000 (Conard).  
 Besides being recognized for her tremendous deeds in aiding Jews during the 
Nazi occupation of Poland and the inspiring “Life in a Jar: The Irena Sendler Project,” 
which projected her powerful story even decades after the war was over, Irena was also 
presented with numerous awards. Along with being recognized as Righteous among the 
Nations by the State of Israel in 1965, Irena has later won the Jan Karski Award for Valor 
and Courage in 2003-where she has been nominated by Norman Conrad and his students, 
along with Stephanie Seltzer, president of the World Federation of Jewish Survivors of 
the Holocaust (Kroll). Irena was also awarded with the Order of the White Eagle in 2003, 
Poland’s highest honor for her war time humanitarian efforts. Then, in 2007, Irena was 
nominated as a candidate for the Nobel Peace Prize. Unfortunately, this award was given 
to Al Gore for his Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Kroll). In 2009, even 
after her death, Irena was recognized by the Audrey Hepburn Foundation, and awarded 
with a Humanitarian Award (Kroll). 
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 Louis Bulow once said “In those times there was darkness everywhere. In heaven 
and on earth, all the gates of compassion seemed to have been closed. The killer killed and 
the Jews died and the outside world adopted an attitude either of complicity or of indiffer-
ence. Only a few had the courage to care…” (Bulow). Despite all the hatred and negativity 
of Germans towards the Jews, Irena was one of the few individuals that found the courage 
to stand up for them and do all in her power to keep them safe, since she knew what the 
Germans had planned for them. Although it was not easy smuggling children out of the 
Ghetto, whether in gunnysacks, potato sacks, tool boxes or coffins, Irena had the courage 
to risk her life for the sake of the Jews. Although it wasn’t until decades after the war was 
over that Irena was recognized for her heroism and acknowledged with numerous awards 
before her passing in May of 2008. Even though Irena Sendlerowa is one of the few mem-
ber of Zegota recognized for her bravery today, she once told Dr. Joachim Wieler “…I am 
the only person still alive of that rescuing group but I want everyone to know that, while 
I was coordinating our efforts, we were about twenty to twenty five people. I did not do 
it alone” (Wieler) emphasizing that although she was the coordinator, the outcome was a 
group effort.
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It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s your 
government!1

Boluwaji Olugbamila 

Abstract

This paper is an examination of the emergence of comic book superheroes and how they 
were used as a tool of manipulation by the United States government during heightened 
periods of the 20th century.  The United States government used super heroes to perpetu-
ate fear in the general population during several heightened periods of the 20th century. 
The United States government did this by asking comic book writers or the patriotic writ-
ers to put forward a pro government message. Fear in the general population was created 
through persuasion. Persuasion is psychologically defined as having three parts: message 
source, characteristics of the message and characteristics of the sender.  By using images, 
language and caricatures of the particular “enemy”, this paper shows that the United 
States government was able to attain the necessary support during the great depression, 
World War II, the Cold War and the Vietnam War. In conclusion, comic book superheroes 
were used during these heightened periods of the 20th century, by the United States gov-
ernment as tools of persuasion to invoke fear into the American people.

Every civilization has a defining cultural deity. The Greeks had Hercules, the Ro-
mans had Cincinnatus, and the English had King Arthur. These deities were not 
just stories passed down from generation to generation, these were morals passed 

down from generation to generation. These morals taught the younger generation what it 
meant to be of that respective civilization. For example, Hercules taught Greek children 
what it means to Greek. Hercules was an incredibly strong man who was fair and just. 
Therefore young Greek males should and would aspire to be incredibly strong men who 
were fair and just. Cincinnatus taught Roman children the state comes before everything; 
one must drop everything to defend her. And King Arthur taught English children how 
to fight for honor. These cultural deities and what they represented became even more 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Keisha Thompson for PSY 1100: Introduction to Psychology.
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important when each of these respective civilizations’ ways of life were threatened.
 But where are our gods? Who are our Gods? The United States of America has 
existed on this planet for 238 years. But for 114 years, our founding fathers were more 
than adequate enough to inspire and teach our future generations. Even as the nation 
expanded from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, the threats were primarily domestic. 
Native Americans, Mexicans and the British tend to sum up the enemies of America from 
the inception of the country to about the late 19th century. It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s an 
empire?! The United States, before the 20th century, was not by any means a world power. 
This is why the western frontier superhero was enough for most of the 19th century, for it 
was a very individualistic perspective on the frontier. One was not worried about Ameri-
can values per se, but more importantly how to survive in this new, unchartered land, 
reflected in the image of the western frontier hero.  The 20th century ushered America 
in as a world power and this individualistic perspective would have to give way to a more 
nationalistic perspective, if the nation were going to survive two World Wars, an economic 
collapse, and an ideological war across the world, the Cold War, which itself would lead to 
two actual wars on the opposite hemisphere and the near annihilation of the world on re-
peated occasions. The United States had to change the ideology of Americans from “me” 
to “we” in order to face the challenges the 20th century presented. Therefore, through 
persuasion, the United States government used comic book superheroes to perpetuate fear 
in the general population during the 20th century. 
 The beginning of the American empire in the late 19th century was not started 
just by the government but by the emerging power of mediums like the newspaper. Yellow 
journalism arguably stimulated America to declare war on Spain. D.R. Spencer observes: 
“..Feelings were inflamed by the U.S. “yellow press,” especially W. R. Hearst’s New York 
Journal and Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World, which distorted and slanted the news from 
Cuba” (Spencer, 2007). Yellow journalism was arguably the first actualized form of mass 
propaganda used on such a grand scale.
 Who were the cultural heroes before Superman? According to Bradford Wright 
in Comic Book Nation (2001), the most known heroes were Daniel Boone, Natty Bumpo 
and Wyatt Earp, who were all western frontier heroes that resolved tensions between the 
wilderness and American civilization while embodying the best virtues of both environ-
ments themselves. While they were great for the expanding America of the 19th century, 
they were no longer relevant for the 20th century’s increasingly urban and consumer-driv-
en America.  
 Can a word, image or pamphlet really cause a war? No, but the concept of total 
war required that the government use nearly every means necessary to make sure that the 
entire population (civilian and military) were all committed to helping the cause for war. 
It was not enough for soldiers to go fight the war while women and children stayed back 
home and went about their lives. Everyone had to sacrifice for the war.  President Wilson 
and Congress created a national state with unprecedented powers and a sharply increased 
presence in Americans’ everyday lives. To control domestic public opinion, the adminis-
tration established a Committee on Public Information, which supplied American media 
with overwhelming quantities of facts and propaganda. Together with the Department of 
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Justice and the Post Office, the Committee on Public Information defined what Ameri-
cans were permitted to say in wartime. The government’s portrayal of a monstrous enemy 
and its attacks on dissenters, together with the reports of casualties suffered in battle at 
enemy hands, helped promote a frenzy of anti-German and anti-German-American feel-
ings in parts of the nation (John Whiteclay Chambers II, 2000).
 Propaganda during the 20th century in America was the most extreme version of 
persuasion. There were no two sides, there was only one. The field of psychology defines 
“persuasion” as having three parts: message source, characteristics of the message, and 
characteristics of the target. First, the “message source” asks: who is sending the message? 
What are the characteristics of the sender? Can they be trusted? Second, the “charac-
teristics of the message” include not only what the message contains but the tone of the 
message as well. Is the message slightly leaning towards one way or is it extreme? Does the 
message present a two-sided argument or only one side? Finally, we have the “characteris-
tics of the target.” According to Feldman in Understanding The Essentials Of Everyday Psychol-
og y (2013), once a communicator has delivered a message, characteristics of the target of 
the message may determine whether the message will be accepted (page 529). For example, 
intelligent people are more resistant to persuasion than those who are less intelligent. In 
the 20th century, in times of actual social instability, like the Great Depression, or in war, 
as with World Wars 1 and 2, or with the heightened periods of the Cold War, the govern-
ment targeted the entire population because, frankly, it sought that it was war. 
 Within the American population was the government’s most important audience: 
children. Children are the most impressionable age group, especially from early adoles-
cence to emerging adulthood. Why? Children’s identities are impressionable. Identity is 
defined in psychology as “the distinguishing character of the individual: who each of us 
is, what our roles are, and what we are capable of.” While adults have already determined 
who they are, with children the possibilities are endless. Children are still viewing the 
world from an egocentric thought perspective, a way of thinking in which the child views 
the world entirely from his or her own perspective.  Add in that child’s main source for 
rational thinking and reason, his or her cerebral cortex, is not fully developed until the age 
of 25. The lack of a completed development of rational thinking and reason processes, the 
ongoing search for identity, and the impulse to view the world from almost entirely from 
one’s own perspective, taken together, makes children a perfect target audience for propa-
ganda. 
 Before Superman was saving the world from the plans from Lex Luthor or evil 
robots, he was saving America. The creators of Superman, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, 
created a hero that was “champion of the oppressed…devoted to helping those in need” 
(Wright 2001). This was no coincidence that Superman was “champion of the oppressed” 
during a time in America where the everyday family was suffering incredibly. Wright 
(2001) states that in the comic’s initial episode, Superman saves a falsely accused prisoner 
from a lynch mob, produces evidence that frees an innocent woman on death row, and 
defends a woman about to beaten by her husband. Superman is not fighting these terrify-
ing large villains yet, but he is fighting the worst in humanity. A mob, unjust execution, 
and domestic violence -- these were not only prevalent in 1930s American society but 
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remain so today. Although Superman was not made by the United States government, in 
his early adventures he was able to establish the sense of fairness and morality that is often 
(and supposed) to be associated with the United States government. Superman was not a 
Kryptonian savior, He was an American savior.  
 According to Wright (2001), such morality tales, attacking the evil of greed, 
dominate the first several years of Superman’s adventures. Nowhere could Americans 
find a man without a political ideology to push (all due respect to Roosevelt), one who 
truly identified all the problems that Americans were facing because of greed, and solved 
them in the most honest and moral way possible. For example, one early story of Super-
man opens with the caped crusader rescuing a miner trapped by a cave-in. The injured 
miner later tells reporter Clark Kent that the mine tragedy could have been avoided if the 
owner and foreman had heeded warnings about unsafe working conditions. Later Kent 
interviews the mine owner and asks him if has arranged compensation for the injured 
miner. The owner refuses and says, “There are no safety hazards in my mine! But if there 
were…what of it? I’m a businessman, not a humanitarian!” Superman traps the owner in a 
cave in and lets him experience the misery that the miners have to endure until the owner 
succumbs and promises better conditions for his workers. But the most relevant examples 
to Superman’s battles and American society in the 30s were in regard to corporate greed 
and public welfare. In one Superman episode, he crushes a plot made by wealthy American 
financiers working for a foreign power to manipulate the stock exchange and plunge the 
nation into another depression. In another story, the caped crusader stops a pair of wealthy 
and murderous stockbrokers who sell worthless stocks to hundreds of clients, some of 
whom commit suicide after losing their life savings. This bore an eerie resemblance to real 
events: “On the morning of Thursday, October 24, 1929, stock prices plummeted. People 
across the country watched the ticker as the numbers it spit out spelled their doom. The 
ticker was so overwhelmed that it quickly fell behind. A crowd gathered outside of the 
New York Stock Exchange on Wall Street, stunned at the downturn. Rumors circulated of 
people committing suicide” (Rosenberg). Superman once again was not fighting random 
villains, but he was fighting against the perceived powers that created the situation which 
the nation was in. The ordinary masses in America were angry and felt abandoned in their 
own country; Victorian values, such as that hard work equals success, were shattered dur-
ing the Great Depression. Such values that were celebrated were the John Dillingers and 
the Bonnie & Clydes of America. 
 The legal authorities and government in the early Superman comics appeared 
slow, ineffective, and corrupt once again echoing the idea that the depression and inequal-
ity were because of greedy wealthy businessmen and the American government. Accord-
ing to Wright, Superman’s America was the opposite of the real America. In Superman’s 
America the virtue of the poor and weak triumphed over that of the wealthy and pow-
erful. The common man could not expect to prevail on his own in this America, the 
America in which big business controlled politics and politics catered to big business; only 
righteous violence could resolve the deep social problems in American society.  Superman 
gave a voice to the Average Joe in America. Superman showed that the Average Joe was 
not wrong in the way he viewed his America. It was Superman’s promise that something 
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can be done that soothed the population from complete revolution. 
 As we know, the Roosevelt Administration created a series of programs to save 
America from the economic chaos that was the Great Depression. These programs were 
all put under the term “The New Deal”. According to Wright (2001), the New Deal was a 
potent cultural idea that worked to knit together an inclusive and enduring liberal coalition 
for collective action and government intervention.  Wright (2001) states that “comic books 
implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, underscored key New Deal assumptions. Most often 
they did so through targeting the forces of corporate greed in stories the echoed Roos-
evelt’s rhetoric against economic royalists.”
 Who would have thought that a superhero with a green ring would be one of 
Roosevelt’s biggest supporters? The Green Lantern continued Superman’s premise of 
celebrating the common man, with the main difference being the view of the government. 
Superman empathized with the Average Joe because it seemed that the Average Joe had no 
allies except Superman. Corporations and the government cost the American but Super-
man would protect him. The Green Lantern however, persuaded Americans to trust the 
government again, or at least to distrust who Uncle Sam said was the enemy.  As stated in 
Feldman’s Understanding the Everyday Essentials of Psycholog y (2013), what is critical to success-
ful persuasion is that the message source (the sender of message) can be trusted. FDR’s 
approval during his presidency reached as high as 84% (job performance ratings). His 
trustworthiness was rarely in question. But instead of explicitly having his policies stated 
in comic books, he continued to build the trust with the American population by not only 
he himself stating the effect of his policies but having comics state the affect as well. For 
example, In “The Tycoon’s Legacy” The Green Lantern investigates the Jeffers Mortgage 
and Loan Company, which has been seeing the property of borrowers who meet with 
mysterious “accidents” that leave them unable to repay their loans. The Green Lantern 
then meets with these victims and urges them to sue the company, but they can’t match 
the corporation’s expensive and powerful legal team. What does the Green Lantern do? 
Wright states “In a typical Rooseveltian move, the hero (Green Lantern) intervenes and 
leads the citizens in collective action.  Notice how the Green Lantern did not immediately 
beat up the owners of company but led a move in which was very much promoted by the 
Roosevelt administration” (2001).  Consider, for example, Roosevelt’s reform policies: 
“During the Hundred Days, Congress passed more than a dozen significant pieces of 
reform and relief legislation. Never again would Roosevelt’s New Deal carry so much mo-
mentum or have so much bipartisan support. In the years that followed, Roosevelt clashed 
with big business and conservative groups over his increasingly interventionist legislation” 
(PBS). As seen in the comic below (figure 1), the green lantern uncovers a scheme by two 
men to rip off the average man.  
 But the Green Lantern was not the only hero that reflected the good of FDR’s 
policies. According to Wright, Superheroes repeatedly sounded the warning that business 
dealings free of public scrutiny and government regulation inevitably led to corruption 
and crime.  Dr Mid Nite protected coal miners from an abusive mining company and en-
sured access for government safety inspectors. Adventurer Barry O’Neill prevented crooks 
from sabotaging the city’s plan to place the subway system under public ownership. Hour-
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man ended an abusive child labor racket and lobbied for closer government supervision of 
private reform schools (2001).
 As much as Roosevelt’s policies tried to address the Great Depression, the worry 
increasingly shifted from domestic problems to foreign problems. Hitler was conquering 
majority of Europe. Mussolini became dictator of Europe and Japan was taking control 
of China. Before even the United States entered World War 2, comic books were already 
at war. “The ruthless war-mongers of Europe have cast their sights on a peace-loving 
America and the youth of the country heed the call to arm for defense. As foreign agents 
carry out a wave of sabotage and treason against the United States, the president autho-
rizes a top secret defense plan. A patriotic young American named Steve Rogers, too sickly 
and weak to qualify for standard enlistment, volunteers for a dangerous scientific experi-
ment conducted by the nation’s top scientist, Professor Reinstein. Injected with a strange 
seething liquid, Rogers undergoes a startling transformation. Growing in height and mass, 
Rogers’s muscles expand and tighten to the peak of human perfection. No longer a frail 
patriot, he now has a massive physique, a proud new name and a bold mission. The na-
tion’s newest super soldier, Captain America, is born” (Wright, 2001).
 Captain America very much defined the comic book industry before and during 
World War 2. His shield of stars and stripes and red white and blue costume epitomized 
what the World War 2 hero would be.   As seen in the comic below, in Captain America’s 
very first issue he was slugging Hitler in the face almost a full year before the United 
States declared War on the Axis.The cover (figure 2) clearly depicts to the reader who the 
enemy and what he looks like. Also there are notebooks of Hitler’s “sabotage” plans for 
the USA. These visual images made it crystal clear to the reader (normally children) whom 
Americans should fear. It wasn’t just about Captain America being a hero but it was that 
Hitler was threatening the American way of life. As radio and newspapers made the ever-
growing crisis in Europe real, so did comic books like the one above made the enemy real 
for children and young adults. 
 Captain America’s dramatic debut was a call to arms, urging the nation to unite 
against foreign aggression. Superman urged readers to give to the American Red Cross. 
Batman and Robin asked boys and girls to “keep the American eagle flying” by purchas-
ing war bonds and stamps. These were children’s favorite superheroes and these heroes 
were the best people to persuade children to do a certain task for them because every kid 
wanted to Superman. In fact, the Office of War Information asked the entertainment 
industry to raise American morale, encourage public cooperation and participation in the 
war effort, identify the menace of Axis powers, and inform audiences about the progres-
sive war aims pursued by the United States and its allies (Wright, 2001, pg 34-35). As the 
war intensified in Europe (1940-41), so did the war in comic books: the United States 
itself became a battleground where Nazi spies and saboteurs conspired against American 
defense buildups. Marvel’s Human Torch defended U.S munitions plants from foreign 
saboteurs. Captain America fought German agents and fifth columnists in nearly every 
issue(Wright, 2001, pg 40-41). 
 But Hitler was not the overseas enemy to America in comic books. There were 
the imperial comic books most often set in Africa, Asia or sometimes Latin America. The 
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hero was always a white male or female who championed Western interests and sensibili-
ties in “savage” lands plagued by internal chaos and external threats. The hero almost 
always understood the ways of the savage land better than the native people. The western 
intervention was necessary because the childlike nonwhite people showed that they were 
woefully incapable of self-government and if these people were left to themselves, they fell 
prey to manipulation and domination by false prophets, evil chieftains, and hostile foreign 
agents. Africans appeared as brute savages or stereotypes with huge white eyes and white 
rimmed eyes and white rimmed lips, often speaking a hybrid of pidgin English and exag-
gerated African American slang. Above all, they were stupid (Wright, pg. 37, 2001). 
 In these comics, the enemy was an entire race. These were American comics given 
to children. As with all the comics since the industry first emerged with Superman, the 
writers always had a subtle message in the story. It was either something like how Super-
man understands that you feel forgotten and wronged because of the great depression, 
or that FDR and the Green Lantern are fighting for you or  even that Hitler is threaten-
ing America. But they never went as far as to push an imperialistic attitude. It was always 
clear to see how the comics were pushing an agenda or message to children but they were 
good messages: Hitler was a terrible man, Roosevelt was trying to restore America from 
the Great Depression and Superman did understand the problems of the common man. 
Children that read these jungle comics, as opposed to the domestic ones set in America, 
had no means to know or understand that these depitcted overseas lands and cultures; 
these comics became that much more powerful because they depicted a world that the 
children and most of their parents did know at all. The message source, the comic book 
writers, was trusted much more with these jungle comics because they explained a world 
that was unknown and people who did not look like them.   As seen in the comic book 
image below, the heroine is surrounded by savage Africans with the tribal attire, thick lips, 
dark skin and rudimentary weapons.
 In one story, an African American murderer named Broot escapes from a chain 
gang in the United States to the jungles of West Africa. There he constructs a phony idol 
and dupes the superstitious natives into worshipping him as a god. The “simple” Africans 
obey Broot and call him “Massah” as he orders them to brutalize neighboring tribespeople 
and white colonists. The hero Kanga (a blonde version of Tarzan) defeats Broot and ex-
poses the false god to the natives, who stop fighting and humbly promise the white jungle 
lord that they will behave in the future.  But the true hate of a race for remained for the 
Japanese.
 According to Wright, Americans may have never hated a foreign population as in-
tensely as they did the Japanese during the months following the stunning attack on Pearl 
Harbor. (Wright, 2001,pg.45) Comic books drew the Japanese as a sinister, ugly subhuman 
creature. The Japanese were ghastly yellow demons with fangs and claws or bucktoothed 
yellow monkeys with oversized spectacles. Stories had titles like “The terror of the slimy 
Japs”, “The Slant Eye of Satan” and “Funeral for Yellow Dogs” glorified the American 
violence unleased on “yellow apes”, “yellow babies”, “yellow punks”, “dirty yellow devils” 
and “little yellow doggies”. Comic books also warned of a Japanese “fifth column” operat-
ing in America. This idea clearly justified the internment of Japanese Americans.  As seen 
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in the comic below, the enemy looks like a stereotypical Japanese villain and of course 
the Green Lantern defeats him. “Comic books urged all Americans, including children, 
to participate in the war effort. Those who remained aloof or pursued selfish interests 
appeared as misguided fools at best, traitors at worst. The comic book war effort left no 
room for ambiguity or debate on most issues. Direct, emotional, and naïve, comic books 
contributed to the widespread popular impression, which still persists that World War 2 
was a good war” (Wright,2001, pg 44).
 World War 2 ushered in the “Golden Age of Comics”. It marked the rare meet-
ing of interests between the creators, readers and government policy. Comic book fans 
often look to this era before the Cold War with nostalgia because things seemed simple. 
The same formula of superheroes in wars was used but none succeeded like those during 
World War 2. The Korean War for example did not spark any renewed interest in comic 
superheroes, it was more the American servicemen that was celebrated. Marvel Comics 
revived its original superheroes, Captain America, the Sub mariner, and the human torch 
and enlisted them aggressively against the Communism. In one tale, the United States and 
the Soviet Union agree to construct a tunnel from Siberia to Alaska. The U.S government 
and Sub mariner hope that this joint project will encourage peaceful commerce but the 
Soviets had other plans. They conspire to use the tunnel for a surprise invasion of Alaska. 
The sub Mariner defeats the “god less” communist and learns to never again be conned 
into anything by a Red” (Wright pg 121, 2001). The superhero revival totally failed. 
 Once the 1950s ended comic books superheroes were growing less and less 
relevant. Superheroes seemed to be to unrealistic for readers and comic books as a whole 
had a recession with the emergence of television and the “growing up” of a population. 
Despite the comic book recession, DC comics was the leader of the industry. The Justice 
League of America had the stalwarts: Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman would set 
the standard for new era of superheroes in the era of television.  But a new kind of super-
hero was wanted. A superhero with clear personality flaws that we can all identify with. 
 Spiderman would be that hero.  According to Wright, Marvel’s chief editor, Stan 
Lee, wanted to feature a superhero who himself was an adolescent, one who had to con-
tend with his own insecurities and confusion even as he had to fight the bad guys (Wright, 
pg211, 2001). Wright states that Spider Man was the most brilliant concept for a comic 
book superhero since Superman. Peter Parker furnished readers with an instant point 
of identification. All but the emotionally secure adolescents could relate to Peter’s self-
absorbed obsessions with rejection, inadequacy and loneliness. .But Iron Man was marvel’s 
most political of Marvel’s superheroes. In his first act as a superhero, he demolishes a Viet 
Cong military base and overthrows a sadistic communist warlord (2001). Wright states 
“As Tony Stark, he serves vital function in America’s military-industrial complex, both 
as a weapons inventor and a defense contractor. As Iron man, he foils Communist agents 
and battles Soviet supervillians in symbolic Cold War contests of power and will. Iron 
Man’s victory against Titanium Man underscored America’s determination to confront 
Communist aggression in whatever form it should take (Wright, pg 221, 2001).  Because 
Spider Man appealed to huge audiences, it allowed him to attain more trust and power as a 
message source. Spiderman endorsed liberal solutions to social problems while still reject-
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ing the extreme violent responses of the left and right. This was during the late 1960s in 
which violent political protests and assassinations were happening all across the nation. In 
order to stem peace and the anger towards Vietnam War or to social inequality, instead of 
resorting to the typical superhero violence, Spiderman and many other comic book super-
heroes mediated conflicts.  
 While during the 1960s there was not clear linkage between the messages comic 
books and the United States government, there would be at the start of the 1970s. In 
1970, the Nixon administration’s Department of Health, Education and Welfare sent Stan 
lee, chief editor of marvel comics, a letter asking him to incorporate an antidrug message 
into one of Marvel’s leading titles. Wright states “Lee wove a cautionary message on the 
dangers of drug use into a three part story appearing in its top selling The Amazing Spider-
man title. In one of the opening scenes, a young African American is “stoned right out of 
his mind” walks off a rooftop thinking he can fly. Spiderman rescues him and while the 
hero departs “any drug strong enough to give you that kind of trip can damage your brain 
but bad” Later in the story, peter parker’s best friend starts popping pills in order to escape 
depression after being jilted by his girlfriend. Peter Parker confronts the drug dealers 
supplying his friend and thrashes them without even changing into his costume. As the 
dealers drift into unconsciousness, Peter warns them “If I ever see you pushing that stuff 
– anywhere again – you’ll think this was just a playful picnic (2001)”. Once again in order 
for persuasion to be successful, the message source has to be trusted so that the message 
that the message source is trying to receive can be trusted as well. Since Spiderman was 
Marvel’s top selling comic book because readers identified intensely with Spiderman, he 
would be the best person to push an anti-drug message. Because if Spiderman doesn’t do 
drugs, Why should I?
 The response to the increasingly political tone in comic books during the 1970s 
was not good. Declining sales indicated that comic book markers that the crusades that 
superheroes made to create a more just society was too far from what superheroes were 
supposed to be and : an escape from the real world. Comic book superheroes never at-
tained a mass audience again. As the industry became a niche, the more profitable venture 
was for these superheroes to be licensed and used in other mediums like television, motion 
pictures and toys.
 The link between the United States government and comic book superheroes 
was never explicit, often comic book writers themselves would volunteer their own pro-
paganda in order to associate with all that is good with patriotism as seen with Captain 
America during World War 2 and Iron Man during the Cold War. However what this 
paper wanted to investigate is to question the influence that these superheroes were able 
to have by telling us what the world is like. Especially with messages of racial stereotypes, 
drug use and governmental policies being pushed onto the most impressionable of age 
groups. The 20th century brought many enemies to America’s front door and they were 
not always physical. But the fluctuation between when it seemed to be correct to be calm 
and fearful was dictated by the government. During the great Depression, comic books 
superheroes pushed for retribution against the economic royalists and sympathized with 
the fact that the entire system had failed the common man. In the years leading up to and 
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during World War 2, it was a growing fear of foreigners like Germans and the Japanese 
almost to the point of justifying the internment of Japanese Americans. After the War, the 
fear of anything foreign and the justification of imperialism because of the “barbaric” and 
“stupid” natives.  During the early 1950s, it was once again calm with Superman and Bat-
man residing in affluent neighborhoods residing with all things American and hating all 
things communist. Then in the late 1950s, it took a more America vs Soviet Union stance 
as seen with the revival of Captain America, The Sub Mariner and Iron Man. Then in the 
1960s, it was a call for peace and mediation while America was rocked by cultural upheaval 
by extremists on the left and on the right. Then in the 1970s, it was all drugs are bad and 
don’t be a racist. Honestly, there was nothing that could have been done because the comic 
book superheroes reflected what popular culture wanted at a respective time but it has to 
be understood who is telling me what I want? And do I actually want it? During the 20th 
century, how Americans thought or saw the world was not at all independent of govern-
ment propaganda or individual propaganda pushed through in comic books. Therefore 
the United States government did use comic book superheroes to persuade the general 
population during the 20th century.
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The Musical Standard We Accept but 
Few Know About1

Jeffrey Rodriguez

Abstract

The tuning of musical instruments, keyboards especially, is based on how they are tem-
pered. Temperament refers to the layout of how instruments will sound in certain key 
signatures, with each type having some form of compromise to make a key work. Equal 
temperament tries to fix this problem by giving the fifths an identical ratio so that none 
will sound too high or too low no matter what key you are playing in. Equal temperament 
has become the standard temperament used in western music and despite its benefits to 
keyboard instruments and holding this status for almost a century, it still has its flaws that 
should not be overlooked. To further understand this subject, resources describing equal 
and other temperaments, their history, their relation to tuning, and how music today has 
been affected were examined.

One of the things with which every musician has (or should have) experience is 
tuning their instrument(s). This is done for almost all instruments, whether it’s 
a violin or guitar, a piano, a trombone or flute, or even percussion instruments 

such as the timpani. Tuning is the process of adjusting the instrument to determine the 
pitch of its notes when played, whether it be from the pluck of a string, finger placement 
and blowing on a brass instrument, or pressing a key on a keyboard instrument. Inter-
twined with tuning is an aspect many people today are unfamiliar with: temperaments. 
A musical temperament is essentially the layout for how the instrument will be tuned so 
that it can work when played in certain keys. Not all temperaments work with every key 
signature, but the standard temperament used today, equal temperament, tries to make all 
key signatures playable on keyboard instruments. John Meffen’s A Guide to Tuning musical 
Instruments further expands on how temperaments apply to the tuning of instruments. Ross 
W. Duffin’s How Equal Temperament ruined Harmony (and Why You Should Care), discusses 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Marvin Williams for MUS 3000: Rudiments of Theory.
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this standard along with its history, as well as how the harmony of music we know today 
has been affected. Both of these books also discuss other types of temperaments seen 
throughout history and the conflicts over what would be optimal to use, as well as how 
equal temperament has become our standard.
 Whereas tuning is the adjustment of an instrument to determine its pitches, 
tempering refers to “the adjustments of relationships between musical intervals” (Meffen 
7). When a note is played, the instrument sends vibrations, which creates a sound, deter-
mining the musical pitch and providing a measurable frequency (Duffin 20). The standard 
pitch used to measure these notes when tuning is at A=440 HZ, adopted as such at an 
international conference held in London in 1939 by the International Standards Associa-
tion (Meffen 12-13), refers to the frequency of vibrations per second of a note. Two notes 
played creates a ratio. For example, if one note is played along with another note of an 
identical pitch, they create a 1:1 ratio based on their vibration frequency. This relationship 
between one note and another is called an interval, and what Duffin calls the “harmonic 
series” (20-21). If a note is played with the same note, but higher, it creates the interval 
known as an octave, a 2:1 ratio. This frequency would be 440 (the root note) and 880 (the 
octave). A note played with the third note in its major scale creates a major third (5:4), 
while a note played with the third note in its minor scale creates a minor third (6:5). What 
is referred to as “the adjustments of relationships between musical intervals” is the act of 
tuning these notes to emit higher or lower frequencies than they would in a pure (untem-
pered) tuning (Meffen 7).
 Yuval Nov states in “Explaining the Equal Temperament”, “Keyboard instru-
ments […] have only a limited number of keys, and can therefore produce only a limited 
number of notes”. If one were to play a G# on the violin, by placing their finger a little 
lower on that part of the string, there would be a discernible difference, compared to if 
they were to place their finger higher and play it as an Ab. On the other hand, keyboard 
instruments, with a series of black and white keys are laid out in front of the player, are not 
this flexible. Each key is assigned to a specific pitch, and cannot be so simply modified. 
On keyboard instruments, black keys play the role of both a sharp and flat note, thus pro-
ducing the same sound. This is unlike the previous example of the violin where this sound 
can be changed depending on how high or low one’s finger is placed. This is why tempera-
ments are needed. While a violin would be playable simply when tuned, the keyboard, 
which lacks the violin’s flexibility, requires sounds that these frequencies are appropriately 
organized so that everything sounds well together. 
 Tempering involves fixing intervals while tuning or performing to find what will 
give the best compromise for the instrument and the music being played (Meffin 22). 
This introduces the problem that comes with temperament, why there have been many 
throughout time, and why the current standard we use is flawed: they all require the com-
promising of intervals. For many temperaments, the fifth interval would be narrowed or 
widened from its 660 frequency, meaning that the cents (measure of the frequency of one 
semitone to the next, or half of an interval) of a note are decreased or increased. Tempera-
ments in which the distance of one fifth to the next (such as C-G and then G-D) have the 
same size of cents are known as “regular temperaments,” and temperaments in which the 
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fifths are not all the same size are known as “irregular temperaments” (Duffin 39). An 
example of an irregular temperament would be meantone temperament, “in which all the 
fifths except one are tempered the same amount” (39). The compromise of this tempera-
ment is that “certain intervals and chords […] are well out of tune (the ‘wolves’)” (Meffen 
36).  By widening or narrowing these fifths in different amounts, at least one note is going 
to sound too high pitched, making our ears think they are wrong and sound out of tune; 
the ‘wolves’ that Meffen refers to. 
 Equal temperament is a regular temperament, with its specific origins unknown, 
but there were “discussions of it by around 1640, if not earlier”. It is often falsely ac-
credited to Johann Sebastian Bach due to his composition Well-Tempered Clavier, but this 
was actually created for irregular temperaments, and was “shaded to favor slightly some 
keys over others” (Duffin 2007). This particular temperament strives is to eliminate the 
‘wolves’, and create an identical amount of cents from one semitone to the next semi-
tone. With this, keyboard instruments would not need to be restricted to only a few key 
signatures. Instead, they would be able to (and still are) able to play in all keys, without 
any notes sounding too high or too low pitched. However, this has caused the major and 
minor third to not sound as pure and harmonious as they can. By attempting the narrow 
the fifths equally, the major thirds sound much higher and the minor thirds sound much 
lower than they would in pure tuning when played alone (43-45). 
 To better illustrate this, Duffin provides the example of an orchestra playing 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, with the orchestra playing a D minor chord (D–F–A) fol-
lowed by a Bb major chord (Bb–D–F) (153). Due to the widening of thirds in equal tem-
perament, and every instrument having different timbre (quality of the notes), the orches-
tra could never feel comfortable with how the D minor chord flowed into the Bb major 
chord. The F note (minor third of D and perfect fifth of Bb) would need to be “a little 
higher than in ET,” and closer to its pure frequency to make these two flow better. While 
it may work at first, we see how two different chords using a note can cause harmonic 
problems. Additionally, the Bb note would need to be higher to “make a slightly better ma-
jor third with the D”. The F being tempered higher alone will help, but Bb as well would 
need to be higher for these two the flow together. Doing this however would not make all 
fifths tempered equally, meaning that a different temperament would be required for the 
orchestra to have something that sounds good. 
 Although the thirds have been compromised, there are benefits brought by equal 
temperament. As previously stated, it allows keyboard instruments to already be played 
in any key signature. Due to certain notes sounding “wrong” in one key signature, the 
‘wolves,’ instruments would have to be retuned just to be played in a certain key (48). By 
equally narrowing the fifths however, equal temperament allows these intervals to sound 
better in any key signature, and although the thirds may be much higher or lower than 
pure and irregular counterparts, this difference is not as drastic as what is heard in the 
case of ‘wolves.’ And it is not just to the player’s benefit that equal temperament allows all 
of these signatures to be playable. 
 Two other groups can be viewed as positively affected by this: those playing 
together with the keyboard players and those who create the instruments. If a pianist and 
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violinist wanted to play together, the pianist may need to temper with their instrument so 
that it will sound proper when playing along with the violinist. As stated earlier, in other 
temperaments not all key signatures would be playable without tempering again, but in 
temperament, that is not a problem. A pianist, no longer blocked out from certain keys 
and having to temper again and again, can simply play along with others immediately. And 
this accessibility is exactly what makes it easier for the instrument creators. 
 Towards the late 19th century, there was a “tremendous rise in the number of 
amateur bands in America,” (141) requiring more instruments to be manufactured. The 
simplest way to satisfy this market, of course, would be to build instruments with equal 
temperament in mind. With this, it is easier to build and tune the instruments, not needing 
to worry about what can or can’t be played, or how to build them for specific tempera-
ments. 
 Among the pros brought about by equal temperaments, they also bring many 
cons. All temperaments have a compromise, and while this one narrows the fifths in 
an equal way, simultaneously allowing for an equal ratio of the octave, there is still the 
problem of compromised thirds that do not sound as pure and harmonious as they can. By 
narrowing the fifths this way, we see that it is not just accidentals (flats and sharps), that 
are forced into one sound, but also intervals such as diminished (one half step lower than 
a minor interval) or augmented (one half step higher than a major interval) intervals are 
affected (163), as they too become enharmonic (what should be two different notes but 
instead play the same sound). Other temperaments allow for a difference when one plays 
an augmented 2nd (C-D#) versus a minor 3rd (C-Eb) as the instruments are built differ-
ent and therefore can emit different frequencies. So yes, it may be easier to manufacture 
and sell for equal temperament, but in terms of quality, other temperaments would be 
beneficial for musicians as they are less restricted. Although more accessibility to people 
who want to play piano is a good thing, this approach was more of a lazy, money and time 
saving method to satisfy the market. Originally, “musicians were not willing to tolerate 
thirds that were so dissonant”, but with the sudden rise in becoming a standard to make 
manufacturing simpler, these disagreements diminished (Duffin 38). 
 Furthermore, there is the previously brought up case of a temperament and the 
different intonations of instruments not agreeing. While an instrument may sound fine 
one way, when played with another as in the case of the orchestra, these equally tempered 
notes do not sound well together as they need to be higher or lower than they currently 
are. Additionally, Nov notes that while equal temperament allows octaves to be divided 
equally (880 and 440, or 2:1), it prevents the fifths we call perfect from being perfectly 
divided into what should be a frequency of 660 (np). 
 There is also an element of philosophy that led to equal temperament becom-
ing and remaining as a standard. Duffin discusses positivism, a philosophy started in the 
middle of the 19th century by Auguste Comte (141). “…positivism looks for empirical 
data to justify knowledge or beliefs” (141). By trying to make justifications with the use of 
our senses, rather than reasoning, “something so complex and irrational as the division 
of sounds into a musical scale” is seen as pointless to debate when it can be perceived as 
simple. 
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 With the knowledge of other temperaments and how they were formed, one can 
experiment and find other types of sounds they may enjoy. If some are fine playing only 
in equal temperament after hearing what others sound like, that’s fine, but there are others 
who will find joy in the uncompromised thirds, not too far from their pure sounds. There 
is also the issue of lack of education. Being a standard since 1917 (Duffin 138), few people 
today know what temperaments are now, let alone equal temperament, but it is important 
to have an understanding of these systems, rather than simply tune. Instead of simply ac-
cepting this temperament as is and rarely bringing it up, this subject should be taught in 
music classes so that more people can become aware of temperaments. With this, people 
can experiment further, playing with different timbres and not have everything sound the 
same. If one does not own any keyboard instruments, but would like to someday, then 
with this knowledge, they can play in different temperaments and find other enjoyable 
sounds, rather than stick to the same one that weakens the third intervals.
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Philosophical Analysis: Deception & 
Truth1

Zineb Baghdadi

Abstract

The main focus of this project is to explore the concepts of deception, honesty and truth 
using classroom discussions, dictionary baseline definitions, the viewpoints of some of 
the great philosophers and scholars in history, contemporary authors, as well as my own 
personal perceptions and experience.  The research effort included a critical examination 
of five books, an essay, a famous poem, a Shakespearean play and defined words in two 
dictionaries in search of What is Truth? What is Honesty? How do Deception and Bullshit 
alter the landscape of our understanding of these concepts? – to help me develop infer-
ences about the concept of truth. There are three major findings developed: While truth 
remains a reasonably clear concept, each person defines truth, honesty and deception 
differently based upon given situations and potential outcomes; Most people recognize 
that truthfulness and honesty are preeminent virtues which are not always rewarded.  It 
therefore promotes lying and deception to avoid the consequences of truth and honesty; 
Lies and deception in our fundamental understanding of truth have more profound conse-
quences on human relationships than almost any other concept of the human condition.  

This paper explores the concept of deception and honesty through the lenses of 
our classroom discussions as well as my own perception and personal experience.  
My first objective was to read dictionary definitions to establish a baseline for 

how “truth” is defined in the literature.  The 4th Edition American Heritage College Diction-
ary defines ‘truth’ as “conformity to fact, knowledge, actuality, or logic”. The 11th Edition 
merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary defines ‘truth’ as “sincerity in action, character, and 
utterance; the state of being the case”.   These definitions seem to be at odds with each 
other.   The former stresses facts as being truthful, whereas Merriam Webster stresses 
sincerity in action.  In other words, sincerity implies being genuine or from the heart.  Is it 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Margot Nasti for ENG2400: Freshman English II.
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the truth if one believes it to be so, even though it is inaccurate or misguided?  These two 
literary sources, taken together, have broadened the definition of “truth” and created a 
greater challenge for me in achieving my first objective.
 In researching the orations of some of the great scholars and philosophers in 
history, I found no pristine definition of “truth”.  But several renowned philosophers 
spoke or wrote frequently on the quintessential virtue of truth and the evils of lying.  Plato 
wrote in his most influential work, The republic, that “Truth is its own reward,” “Truth is 
the beginning of every good thing,” and “Truthfulness. He will never willingly tolerate 
an untruth, but will hate it as much as he loves truth... And is there anything more closely 
connected with wisdom than truth?” (Plato, Books 1-10). The republic also quotes Socrates 
as saying, “They must be without falsehood – they must refuse to accept what is false, hate 
it, and have a love for the truth,” and “Reality is the sight of truth” (Plato, 159).  It became 
clear to me that these scholars and philosophers held strong beliefs that “truthfulness” 
is the cardinal virtue of their time.  It is the most admired virtue and anything less than 
total truthfulness is to be rejected, despised and hated. My sense, in reading through their 
writings, is that an untrustworthy person is so despicable and considered to be less than 
human, he or she should be banned from the community-at-large and isolated within a 
lepers’ colony.
 The classic 17th century William Shakespeare play, Hamlet, weighed in on truth 
and honesty: “This above all: To thine own self be true, And it must follow, as the night 
the day, Thou canst not then be false to any man.” (Act 1, Scene 3, Page 3).  I translate this 
to mean that if you are truthful with yourself, then by default, you will be truthful with 
others.  However, if you lie to yourself, then you are doomed, just as sure as night follows 
day, to a fate of lying to others as well. 
 Honesty and truth were also very much on the minds of 3rd century BC philoso-
phers.  In a book by Robin Hart, Diogenes the Cynic, on the life and times of the 3rd century 
BC Greek philosopher, Diogenes Laertius, he is portrayed as the original cynic on the 
subject of people and honesty.  Diogenes was convinced that people lived their lives dic-
tated by rules and taboos and, consequently, no one was really truthful or honest.  He then 
embarked on an exploration for “truth”, a crusade of sorts in Greece: “He lit a lantern and 
in broad daylight walked the streets of Athens with it; and when asked why, replied that he 
was looking for an honest man” (Hart, page ix).  Coincidentally, Diogenes is on record as 
having never found that honest man.  
 In analyzing the cited words of these ancient scholars, it’s clear they placed a pre-
mium on truth as the preeminent virtue of their time and contrasted truth to lies in much 
the same proportion as right versus wrong, good versus evil, god versus the devil and a 
blessing versus a curse.  So while they did not articulate an academic definition of “truth”, 
it is obvious that they knew exactly what it was.  That helped me to better understand and 
correlate centuries - old concepts of truth with what modern day scholars and literature of-
fer.  In my judgment, the concepts of truth-telling and honesty have remained remarkably 
consistent down through the Ages.  There is, however, one more approach I would like 
to explore on truth to validate what I have concluded thus far in my research and analy-
ses.  Perhaps it is easier to get at the meaning of truth by applying a backdoor approach 
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through a methodology of reading additional sources that deal with the opposite of truth.  
 If the opposite of “truth” is “a lie – a false statement regardless of whether inten-
tional or unintentional” designed to deceive - then truth must be ‘conformity with fact 
or reality’ (4th Edition American Heritage College Dictionary).  In his fascinating essay, On 
Bullshit, Harry Frankfurt claims that a “liar is someone who essentially promulgates a false-
hood, is knowingly opposed to the truth and revels in deception, whereas a bullshiter is 
someone who is indifferent to the truth” (Frankfurt, page 46-48).  Frankfurt suggests that 
being indifferent to the truth is probably worse than being opposed to the truth and he 
quotes another source, R.J. Deferrari, as saying “There is a distinction between a person 
who tells a lie and a liar.  The former is one who tells a lie unwillingly, while the liar loves 
to lie and passes his time in the joy of lying . . . The latter takes delight in lying, rejoicing 
in the falsehood itself” (Frankfurt, page 58). Frankfurt further indicates that the bullshiter 
disregards the truth and talks without knowing or caring if he or she is right or wrong.  I 
evaluate Frankfurt’s words to mean it is in the telling and not the substance that carries 
importance for such a talker.    
 Make no mistake, liars and bullshiters are challenged in significant and different 
ways.  And I feel there is a clear line between the two.  Bullshiters are not liars (liars care 
about what the truth is, but hide the truth). Bullshiters at the end of the day don’t care 
whether what they say is true or not, as long as they get their way or achieve their desired 
result.  In my mind, a bullshiter obfuscates the truth and wastes your time with unrelated 
verbiage or filibusters. On the other hand, a liar hits you squarely between the eyes with a 
lie and then hopes and prays that you accept it as truth or fact.  
 I have problems with bullshiters and liars as defined in the Frankfurt book.  But 
if I were forced to choose between having a close personal relationship with a liar or a 
bullshiter, I would choose the latter because the Frankfurt essay paints the bullshiter as 
“someone with conviction” (Frankfurt, page 55), “who stops short of lying” (page 19), 
“for the essence of bullshit is not that it is false, but that it is phony” (page 47).  Simply 
put, it is better to bullshit your way out of a situation than to use lies as an exit strategy.  
Frankfurt offers that “Bullshit is unavoidable whenever circumstances require someone 
to talk without knowing what he or she is talking about” (page 63).  And he writes, “The 
problem of understanding why our attitude toward bullshit is generally more benign than 
our attitude toward lying is an important one” (page 50). Unfortunately, Frankfurt stops 
short of providing a reason for this difference in attitudes and challenges the reader to 
determine why there is a difference, by indicating, “which I shall leave as an exercise for 
the reader” (page 50).  
 In my mind, bullshiters and liars are less than virtuous and leave a lot to be 
desired. Here’s my analysis on why the discrepancy in attitudes:  Most of my friends and I 
harbor considerable outrage and disdain for liars.  We hate, resent, and will not associate 
with liars as being totally untrustworthy.  On the other hand, my friends and I will tolerate 
a bullshiter as having a good heart with no malicious intent, an engaging sense of humor, 
and both entertaining and probably ignorant who needs help becoming more informed 
on a particular subject.  We view bullshiters through a sympathetic lens.  Their heart is 
in the right place even though their intellect might be lacking.  This makes them under-
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developed intellectual wannabes that don’t have the motivation or drive to increase their 
knowledge level.
 As a child of 12 years old in Casablanca, I remember a day when my father was en-
tertaining quotes from air conditioning contractors to have a central AC system installed 
in our home.  He asked one contractor about the pros and cons of different AC systems.  
The man talked for 10 or 15 minutes and my father did not understand what he said.  So 
my father asked him the same question a different way and received the same answer.  I 
recall feeling sorry for the man as he struggled to please my father in hopes of winning the 
contract.  The man had a look of desperation on his face.  My father politely thanked him 
for coming and when he left, my father turned to us and called the contractor a “hadak 
hadartou khawya” which in Moroccan dialect means “he is a bullshiter”.  My father (and 
most Moroccans) equated a bullshiter with lying and being untrustworthy.  But according 
to Frankfurt, it would be more accurate to label that contractor as incompetent, but not 
a liar or untrustworthy.  So there is a continental and cultural divide on how one defines 
bullshiters and liars.  My father’s view is different from those expressed by Frankfurt.  In 
the final analysis, though, within Frankfurt’s concept, it is likely my father would have 
ended up with an AC system that was defective with poor workmanship (bullshiter’s ig-
norance or incompetence).  In my father’s concept, he would have ended up with   a much 
higher price than expected (liar). 
 It was interesting to learn during my research on this project that some writers 
assert that different lies are universally widespread and very acceptable and understandable 
in society, depending upon the resultant harm to the recipient. In other words, no harm, 
no foul!  Judith Viorst, in The Truth about Lying essay, outlines four classifications of lies and 
the corresponding series of ‘moral puzzles’ that make up the widespread practice of lying.  
She indicates these lies are considered culturally acceptable as long as there is no harm 
done to the other person.  Viorst freely admits to telling evasive social lies and peacekeep-
ing lies and she laments, “I feel I’m a bit of a coward, I feel I’m dodging responsibility” 
(Viorst, page 2).  Yet she is conflicted on trust-keeping lies, “It’s my belief that once we’ve 
promised to keep a trust, we must tell lies to keep it.  I also believe that we can’t tell Water-
gate lies. . .these two statements are quite contradictory.  But for now they’re the best I can 
do” (Viorst, page 4).  
 Frankly, I’m at odds with the Viorst essay.  While I agree with her contention that 
there is   widespread lying, Viorst and I hold different views about truth and lying.  And 
every time Viorst put the “What about you?” question to the reader at the end of each 
section, my answer was always that I do not want anyone to lie to me or shade the truth.  
If one does not like my shoes, tell me straight up.  If one does not like my soup, tell me 
how I can improve its taste. If I am not a good lover, let’s discuss how I can give you more 
pleasure next time.     
 Another point of view in the Viorst essay with which I agree is the slippery slope 
that one ventures out on when the first lie is told.  Viorst writes, “And we can never be 
sure, once we start to juggle lies, just where they’ll land, exactly where they’ll roll.  And 
furthermore, we may find ourselves lying in order to back up the lies that are backing 
up the lies we initially told” (Viorst, page 3).  The 19th century Scottish poet, Sir Wal-
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ter Scott, penned one of the most famous and quoted excerpts in history on truth in his 
marmion poem that is right on point with Viorst’s concerns, “Oh! What a tangled web we 
weave, When first we practice to deceive!”(Scott, Canto VI, Stanza 17).  My interpreta-
tion of this quote is that deviations from the truth mean that lies generate more lies as 
one struggles to remember the trail of untruths.  Supporting lies with more lies creates a 
cascading arrangement of falsehoods, a pyramid structure that is likely to collapse like a 
house of cards.  The lesson in all this is to avoid these potential pitfalls by simply sticking 
to the truth.  
 My values align more with the friend in the Viorst essay who refuses to tell social 
lies because he feels that telling lies is morally wrong.  Perhaps it’s my religious faith or re-
spect for my fellow human beings, but my tolerance limit is zero lies.  That’s why I refused 
recently to tell, what the Viorst essay classifies as, a social lie.  Here was the situation:  My 
best friend, Julia, is dating a guy that happens to be rich.  She claims its true love that drew 
her to him and not his money, but I have my doubts. She lies to our boss to take days off 
to spend time with this guy.  And he spends lots of money on her at the finest restaurants, 
on expensive gifts and romantic weekend getaways.  All of this lavishness came at a steep 
emotional price for Julia to endure.   He felt he owned her and treated her in a possessive, 
manipulative, overly-controlling and verbally-abusive way.  I watched their relationship 
develop but kept my thoughts to myself. (Was my silence being disingenuous to my best 
friend? Was my silence golden or just another form of deception or lying on my part?)  I 
felt that it was just as bad to remain silent as to overtly tell her a lie. Neither choice is vir-
tuous.
 I was silent until one day she asked my opinion. She said she deeply loved him and 
I certainly did not wish to hurt her.  Yet I felt an obligation not to bullshit or lie to her.  I 
gave her my unvarnished opinion.  She vehemently disagreed and did not like it.  Tears 
swelled in her eyes and I did not hear from her for a week.  After she had time to reflect 
on my feedback, she called and admitted that I was right.  She had a long talk with the guy 
about dignity, mutual respect, ground rules, communication, decision-making in partner-
ship and sharing/caring values.  As of this writing, so far so good for them.  They are 
planning a week-long trip to Italy during an upcoming holiday.  
 I would like to think that, had I not been honest, she would have continued down 
the road of her low self-esteem, destructive relationship with this man, and my honest 
prevented this outcome.  I practice what I preach when it comes to honesty and truth.  I 
feel strongly that all one needs to do to be a constant truth-teller and avoid using any of 
the four classifications of lies outlined by Viorst is to have a great command of the English 
(or other) language, an ability to express oneself with empathy for the other person and a 
sensitivity to communicate with sincerity and tact.  That is precisely what I did with Julia 
and we remain the best of friends to this day!   
 It’s clear to me in the Viorst essay that she will likely keep on lying and avoiding 
the truth in certain situations. But how many lies are too many? And while I applaud her 
openness and forthrightness in the essay, Viorst can never be a personal friend of mine as 
long as she harbors these convictions.  She is morally challenged and her credibility is sus-
pect in dealing honestly with her family members and friends.  In The (Honest) Truth About 
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Dishonesty: How We Lie to Everyone – Especially Ourselves, Dan Ariely writes that, “Each of 
us has a limit to how much we can lie before it becomes absolutely ‘sinful’ ” (Ariely, page 
29).  And how are intentional liars able to circumvent the truth and live with their lies – 
have they no moral principles by which to live? One can reasonably infer from Stephen 
Costello’s book, The Truth about Lying: With Some Differences between men & Women, that liars 
have an identity disorder and are able to compartmentalize and, therefore, rationalize their 
behavior:  “We lie for our own benefit while maintaining a positive view of ourselves – a 
facet of our behavior that enables much of our dishonesty” (page 8). I interpret this to 
mean liars have sufficient internal moral compasses to understand what truth is, but are in 
need of a (defense) mechanism to help stabilize the compass during the onset of lies.  My 
sense is that compartmentalization allows the conflicting concepts of truth and lies to co-
exist in the liar’s mind by inhibiting direct or explicit acknowledgement and using denial 
or indifference to protect against any indications of contradictory evidence.  In short, the 
motivation for this defense mechanism is so the liar can feel good - virtuous or truthful - 
about him or herself.    
 After having read the Frankfurt and Viorst essays, and in grappling with the 
classic philosophical questions of What is truth? What is honesty? - it’s my view that truth 
and honesty are closely related and inseparable.  Truth essentially relates to the cold hard 
facts, and honesty humanizes the truth-teller with attributes of empathy, sincerity, integ-
rity, honor and high moral character.  If truth is reality, then in my judgment, honesty 
has a personal or emotional component, including the style or manner in which the truth 
is delivered.  If one delivers the truth in the absence of sensitivity or sincerity, that truth 
may be rejected strictly on the basis of interpersonal style points.  In other words, if the 
truth is delivered in an angry, bombastic or condescending fashion, the receiver may find 
it unacceptable.  But delivery style can be a double-edged sword.  One can also deliver a lie 
sincerely and empathetically and have it be more readily accepted than the truth delivered 
in an opposing delivery style. On the other hand, a sincere, empathetic and honest delivery 
may reap greater results or benefits than would otherwise be the case.  
 Here is a good illustration of what I mean along with the real-life struggles one 
can encounter in dealing with truth and honesty and the potential consequences:  Last 
summer, I was stopped by the NYPD in Bay Ridge for using my cell phone while driving.  
The patrol officer pulled me over with flashing red lights, walked up to my car window, 
asked for my driver’s license and car registration and, before walking back to her patrol 
car to run a check, she asked if I had been using my cell phone for emergency purposes (a 
permissible exception in the cell phone law).  
 My options flashed quickly through my mind before I replied to her question, 
thinking that perhaps I had an opportunity to wriggle out of getting a moving violation 
summons, paying a hefty fine, adding points to my license and a subsequent surcharge 
on my auto insurance premium.  Believe me, I really wanted to lie and fabricate a credible 
“emergency” story to tell the officer in an attempt to make life easier for me.  But for some 
reason, a cool head prevailed.  I knew that I was wrong and had broken the law.  I quickly 
decided that the officer had done her job and it was now time for me to take responsibility 
for my indiscretion, accept the penalty, pay the fine, move on and learn from my mistake.  
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I turned to the officer and in a calm and apologetic manner said, “No officer, there was 
no emergency.” 
 The officer went back to her patrol car, entered my data into her computer and, 
I presumed, when my good driving history was confirmed with no outstanding warrants, 
discussed the results and my demeanor with her partner who had remained in the patrol 
car.  She then walked back to my car window, returned my license and registration, and 
then shocked me by saying, “Miss Baghdadi, I am just going to give you a verbal warning 
this time.  But you must stay off your cell phone while operating a motor vehicle for your 
own and the public’s safety.  Get yourself a hands-free device”.  I was so happy I thanked 
her profusely, shook her hand and wrote down her last name from her name tag.  
 As I drove off, it dawned on me that maybe, just maybe, the reason she gave me a 
break was because of my truthfulness, my sincere honesty in giving her a straightforward, 
no-nonsense answer with the full understanding of the potential consequences.  She must 
get constant lies, denials, belligerence, profanity-laced tirades and “bullshit” from drivers 
who are stopped for cell phone violations.  It must have been extremely refreshing for her 
to pull a motorist over who was honest and willing to calmly accept the consequence of 
my actions.  And out of a sense of appreciation, respect and gratitude, she did not write me 
a ticket.  My truthfulness and honesty were rewarded! 
 In summary, after having explored the concepts of deception, truth and honesty, 
here is what I have learned and can conclude: truth can be a broad concept perceived 
differently by others.  Put another way, every person defines what the truth is them-
selves.  For instance, ten people can look at a lake and see that same lake differently, and 
each individual vision can be the truth. And to tell the truth may present a person in an 
unflattering light to others as being insensitive and uncaring.  The greatest scholars and 
philosophers throughout history recognized that truthfulness and honesty are supreme 
virtues which take courage and conviction to achieve, even though in reality, as Viorst 
said, honesty is not consistently rewarded.  From all those sources and my own thoughts, I 
have concluded that truth-telling and honesty have remained remarkably consistent down 
through the Ages.  Truth-telling and honesty are not always seen as virtues unless one 
understands that to be virtuous is to have rewards and at times, consequences. But my 
perception is that one will gain respect from most people for being truthful and honest.  
That helps neutralize some of the criticism from those offended by one’s forthrightness.  
Hopefully, these will become widely agreed upon tenets for what we collectively agree is 
“truth” and become accepted and admired in our society.
 I have further concluded that because truth is so fundamental and vital in human  
relationships, it follows that lies and deception in our understanding of truth have more 
far reaching consequences than mistakes in the understanding of almost any other concept 
or idea of the human condition. The concept of “truth” in the literature has multiple defi-
nitions.   My research has convinced me that the various definitions have sufficient crystal 
clarity which all rational, reasonable people can understand and make decisions within 
the paradigms of truth, honesty and deception.  Sadly, it is inevitable that those among us 
who are looking to lie and deceive will over-analyze these definitions in search of escape 
clauses and wiggle room in order to rationalize their behavior, and improvise positively 
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inflated views of themselves in an attempt to justify their deceptive behavior.
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Prescription Drug Abuse Among the 
Community of Staten Island1

Nancy Bello

Abstract

After reading about the rise of prescription drug abuse on Staten Island and listening to 
the news channel it led me to discover that there is a rise of drug abuse in my community. 
I wanted to understand who is being held responsible for the misuse of prescription drugs, 
including but not limited to the pharmacists, physicians, parents or adolescents.

As I started my journey researching prescription drug abuse among adolescents, 
I needed to make clear to myself and others what the meaning of a prescription 
is, the terms “drug abuse,” “drug dependence,” and “drug addiction” all mean. 

These terms are important to understand the level of danger, so that accurate information 
is passed on to our adolescents and teens.  To begin with, a prescription drug is “a direc-
tion, usually written, by the physician to the pharmacist for the preparation and use of a 
medicine or remedy” (Prescription n.d.).  Drug abuse is, “the recurrent use of illegal drugs 
or the misuse of prescription or over-the-counter drugs with negative consequences” (Pre-
scription n.d.).  A person who needs the drug to function normally is considered to have a 
drug dependence; abruptly stopping the drug leads to withdrawal symptoms. Drug addic-
tion “is a compulsive use of a substance, despite its negative or dangerous effects”  (Pre-
scription n.d.). To some extent, misuse of a medication can involve problems at work, at 
school, or in personal relationships and, unfortunately, can lead to death.  A lot of people, 
especially teens feel taking prescription drugs are safer than taking street drugs because it 
comes from a professional specialist. However, this is the message that needs to be strictly 
enforced to all school aged children: just because it comes from a physician, does not 
mean it is safe when taken the wrong way.
 After doing research to teach myself the terms and definitions, I decided to start 
speaking with community members regarding the issue of prescription drug abuse.  I was 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Kevicha Echols for COH11: Introduction to Community Health.
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nervous to speak about such a sensitive subject.  Everyone I spoke to was open to discuss 
a story they knew about.  One lady spoke to me for about a half-hour telling her personal 
story regarding her sister who has been abusing prescription drugs since her teenage years. 
She did enlighten to me the known doctors in my area who write prescription drugs read-
ily. While listening, I got the impression that she and her family are at the end of their 
ropes because she had stated that she had even called some doctors and requested them 
to stop writing her sister prescriptions; they told her they could not discuss patients due to 
patient confidentiality. She told them she would call to let them know the funeral arrange-
ments. 
 Not everyone I spoke with had a story, however many people did state they knew 
of someone who was either still doing or have done drugs in the past.  As I write this 
research paper, I have read about three boys who have overdosed, two boys in my area. 
I give their families so much respect to come out and tell their experience.  By opening 
themselves up they are enlightening other families that this problem is real and is affect-
ing our community.  A problem needs a face in order to be real, and unfortunately Staten 
Island is able to put that face on the front page of the paper. 
 A major part of my report comes from Staten Island Partnership for Community 
Wellness. They are responsible for putting together: Tackling Youth Substance Abuse 
Initiative Survey and Focus Group Results, which was intended to report on the consump-
tion of alcohol and drug use among Staten Island youth.  The goal is to decrease the con-
sumption of alcohol and prescription drug use among Staten Island youth.  A professional 
research firm was hired to place a survey and focus group throughout the community, 
evenly reaching all areas of income and ethnic groups.  The main point of this report was 
to see the perception of how the community feels about the growing problem of alcohol 
and prescription drug use.  The results of both alcohol and drug use were insightfully 
interesting to read on how people think and perceive issues.  However, my main focus on 
this report and survey is the prescription drug use portion.   Personally I found the focus 
groups to be the most honest because the majority of them have dealt with addiction is-
sues in their own families and they are at the point where all they want to do is be honest 
and help someone else who’s going through this same problem.
 In order to get a perspective of what my friends are actually doing in their homes 
regarding this drug issue, I put together a survey also, taking some questions from Tack-
ling Substance Abuse Initiative Community Attitude Survey, and I added some of my own 
questions (Alemany, J., Mastrorilli T., & Messina L. 2012).  (For details on the survey and 
results, see Appendices A and B.) My participants were all parents, 21 females and five 
males; the ages of their children were mostly between 11-17 years of age, with a count of 
26 boys and 22 girls. The range of adolescents was from middle school and high school.  
This is the population most effected by prescription drugs. After asking a few questions 
to identify who was participating, I asked the question, “Do you think it would be OKAY 
for you to use prescription drugs without a prescription or in a manner other than pre-
scribed?” to which all participants answered “no.” Not counting the participants who 
indicated that there were no prescription drugs in their home, there was a higher number 
of no’s when asked “If prescription drugs were stored in a secure place” also including in 
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that higher number of no’s was the question “If participants had taken inventory of their 
unused prescription drugs?” 
 Considering that the drug problem has appeared in the newspaper almost daily, 
I was surprised to see out of 26 participants, 11 people have not spoken to their children 
about drug abuse.  Twenty-three participants felt they did have a lot of influence over their 
children regarding their decision to use prescription drugs. I personally hope and pray that 
my feeling on prescription drug abuse will influence my children to stay away from using 
also.  
 All 26 participants thought it was not okay to use marijuana as a youth or adult.  
I was not surprised by the results for the question regarding youths; however, I was 
surprised with all participants agreeing that it is not okay for adults to smoke marijuana 
because, when speaking to adults regarding the legalization of marijuana. it seemed to me 
that people did not think of it as a significant problem.  Eighteen participants believed 
that adolescents should speak to the parent first, with the school counselor coming in 
second; however, my son stated he would never speak to the counselor due to the fact it is 
not private and felt everyone would see him go into the office. This is an understandable 
concern that may need to be addressed in certain schools. 
 Twenty-two participants thought their adolescent as not educated enough when it 
came to prescription drug abuse. I feel this is an area my community needs to look into, to 
see how we can add more educational aspects regarding prescription drug abuse problems 
affecting our community.  When asked who should be responsible for educating children 
on the dangers of prescription drug abuse, twenty-one participants stated both parents 
and educators should be responsible for educating adolescents.  I feel since it seems most 
people feel this way, it is an important concept to consider improving on.  Asking partici-
pants if they felt prescription drug abuse was a problem among our community, only one 
participant thought it wasn’t. This is a positive step that many people felt prescription drug 
abuse is bad; because we have to recognize there is a problem before we can come to terms 
with how to fix it.  All participants agreed that prescription drugs taken incorrectly are not 
safer than street drugs. Twenty-four participants wish they knew better what to say to their 
children regarding prescription drug abuse.  This concern should also be addressed within 
the community to better educate adults. 
 Participants of my survey were split between agreeing and disagreeing when it 
comes to the question of “adults in your neighborhood look down on people who are in 
prescription drug treatment programs.” I feel torn when having to answer this question 
also, since people are judgmental; however, I personally feel if the adolescent is in treat-
ment then they should be supported and not judged.  We all have issues. The question that 
I was most interested in was “who should be held responsible if children are found using 
prescription drugs?” Twenty-four participants agreed it should be the parent and two 
participants think it should be the adolescent. This is the question that has compelled me 
to talk and educate myself and others as I proceed with my report. 
 I decided to seek the opinion of a respectable pediatric doctor on Staten Island 
and ask him what he thought about the prescription drug abuse among the teens in our 
community.  I will refer to him as Dr. X to protect his statements, and also because he is 
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well known throughout the community. The first thing he declared was I needed to make 
sure I included adolescents because his youngest patient to be treated for drug abuse is 
twelve years old.  He feels people do not understand the depth of this problem and how 
young drug users really are.  Dr. X stated that the drug problem that we are seeing right 
now is like playing Russian roulette and we are going to see a lot worse, including more 
deaths if we do not get this problem under control.  I asked him what drugs he is see-
ing; he stated many physicians are reporting the use of benzodiazepines (Ativan, Xanax), 
opioids (OxyContin, Vicodin) and amphetamines (Adderall, Ritalin).  When the need sets 
in for more and resources run out, he is finding more usage of heroine. He agreed that 
the gateway drug most likely are cigarettes, however, he is concerned with the usage of 
marijuana.  Dr. X. expressed it is a stronger drug than ever before and even though he 
knows many people consider it no big deal, it is still considered a mind altering drug with 
psychoactive ingredient of THC. THC is much stronger these days than many years ago 
because of the way it is processed.  Marijuana is located under Schedule 1, which means 
“drugs have no currently accepted medical use in the United States and are drugs deemed 
to have high potential for abuse.” (Mignon, S. 2009) I asked Dr. X what he thought about 
legalizing marijuana.  He stated it would be a mistake; we would be losing our footing 
on policing drugs.  I asked him about the amount of adolescents and teens he has treated 
himself.  Dr. X says that he sees at least a minimum of two kids a week in the emergency 
room due to drug use.  In his regular office he maintains a busy schedule of follow-ups 
with many patients.  
 The explosion of drug abuse among this young population is still mind-blowing 
even for a doctor of his status.  I then questioned, “with all the drug abuse you see, who 
do you think is to blame?”  Without a hesitation he blames everyone who has touched 
that written prescription.  Dr. X mentioned that at a conference it was recommended that 
only a short supply of controlled drugs (such as five day supply instead of thirty day sup-
ply) should be given. However, the argument that most physicians had was that patients 
complain about paying two co-pays, so it is not followed by many physicians.  He agreed 
with my thought of if they really need it they would go back and if not then they would 
think twice before paying the co-pay and being checked by the physician.  Everyone needs 
to be on the same page to make the system work correctly.  He did bring to my attention 
the Prescription Monitoring  Program (established in 2013), which prevents patients from 
doctor jumping to receive controlled prescription drugs.  As far as blaming parents, he felt 
many parents are too relaxed when storing medications and turning a blind eye to what 
their children are doing.  He feels more communication is needed and more monitoring of 
actions.  If something doesn’t seem right, it usually isn’t.
 I feel parenting relationships and friendship with their children are blurred. How-
ever, he also blames the system of turning in unused portions of controlled substances. 
They only have two days a year scheduled to turn in unused portions of controlled medi-
cation and people are told not to flush it because then it becomes an environmental issue.  
So what happens? The medication is put into the medicine cabinet and forgotten about or 
is found by the adolescent or teen living in the house or visiting.  Many cases have been 
reported that medication has been taken out of someone else’s medicine cabinet.  Dr. X 
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also mentioned that he does not believe the rehab system works and more attention should 
be on the underlying reason why this group is using.  Rehab patients needs counseling in a 
one-on-one basis to look back into the window of time around when this problem began.   
When asked about the new drug Naloxone, he feels it is only a bandage to the underly-
ing problem, unless the person using is going to get the correct psychological treatment.  
Therefore, each person within this spiraling out of control drug circle has some level of 
blame.
 There is some level of blame on each individual. This spiraling-out-of-control 
drug cycle is a community problem.  He felt more people need to be involved and to put a 
stop to the corner pharmacies that everyone knows about.  He attends community board 
meetings and most of the time it is the same people. Unfortunately, those are the people 
who have lost loved ones.  He also feels strongly about setting up programs in schools 
where recovering teens speak to the students.  My last question to him was, did he feel 
commercials would help (using the examples of the cigarette commercials, nasty ones 
that show the results of smoking).  He agreed with me because one conversation leads to 
a change.  Obviously those commercials made an impact because people are still talking 
about them.   On a personal level he feels all his patients are his children, and it breaks his 
heart when he receives that phone call from the emergency room. 
 My take on this interview was that I felt Dr. X was really speaking from his heart 
and honestly I was not surprised when he spoke about doctors needing to closely monitor 
controlled substance users.  I also agree that each person touching this controlled prescrip-
tion is responsible. 
 I was given the choice to research blog sites and by doing this I was able to feel 
the empathy coming from people responding to others.  We know that in order to combat 
this drug abuse problem it needs to be spoken about within the community. However, it is 
also a private problem within the family and I feel the 
love of a parent wanting to protect their child is a natu-
ral instinct.  So what I found reading these blogs were 
feelings of sympathy, empathy and tough love.  My first 
blog was Adolescent drug abuse: are parents to blame? It did 
not surprise me to read that parents did not like being 
blamed for their child’s addiction problem. Some were 
open to the idea except one particular person was very 
strongly against blaming anyone but the addict. (Adoles-
cent, 2010)  I came across a blog website called The Hope 
Share – your story can change someone else’s.  Within this blog 
I was able to listen to short documentaries and stories 
of personal feelings and inspirations.  One story was 
told by a mother named Libby Cataldi; she explained the 
difficulty of wrapping her mind around the idea that her sensitive loving son was addicted 
to heroin. She explains the embarrassment of living in a small town and not wanting the 
town members to know.  She finally surrendered and attended an Al-Alnon group. At first 
there were only three other parents there for drug addicted children. Now years later she 
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still attends and the room is full of parents with addicted children.  Libby Cataldi shares 
her story in her book called: Stay Close: A mother’s Story of Her Son’s Addiction.  As I was 
reading the comments, I came across this particular statement from an unknown blog-
ger which stated: “shows how false encouragement of a child can unintentionally lead to 
addictive tendencies, while honesty and discipline lead to healing. Stop trying to befriend 
them and be a parent.” I’ve read many blogs and stories which seem to have an underlin-
ing message that the child needs to live up to a level that is not reachable for them, be it 
school grades or sports. The pattern of low self-esteem and low self-worth seems to be a 
trigger.  Being a parent myself I have known parents who have pushed their children to 
that point. It wasn’t done to harm their child; it was done with the thinking it would help 
their child get into a better college.  I also see many parents being friends with their chil-
dren because they feel that then that their child will speak with them regarding all issues. 
Sometimes I wonder if the parent is living their own life over again?  My situation with my 
children is different, I encourage them to work to do their best, stand behind them when 
they are passionate about something, and guide them through a maze of teen questions.  
My role as a parent is to guide my children in the right direction, love them uncondition-
ally and to let them know I am here for them with no judgment. 
 Everyone needs to understand that being chemically addicted to drugs or alcohol 
does not identify age, ethnic, gender, sexual orientation, and or economic backgrounds.  
There are many books on this subject and one book that stands out from my research is 
called Overcoming Your Alcohol or Drug Problem: Effective recovery Strategies by Daley & Mar-
latt. They write: “They encourage the substance using client to examine their motivation 
toward recovery by weighing the positives and negatives of deciding to continue using or 
stop using. With the help of a holistic treatment team, including social worker or other cli-
nician, self-help fellowship, and family and significant others, addicted individuals begin 
to walk the road to recovery when they examine their motivation to change and recognize 
that substance use is causing problems” (Daley, D.C. & Marlatt, G.A., 2006).  The impor-
tance of knowledge, once an addict admits to having a problem, becomes crucial to the 
community that must be able to provide this person with the best care for recovery.  
 Many times parents are unaware of programs, which rehabs are available in their 
area, and if the need of in-patient care is needed; this person will need a support system 
to go into once hospitalization is finished.  As Dr. X had said when I interviewed him 
the drug problem is caused by something deeply rooted and, unless proper counseling is 
done on one-on-one basis to dig down into that dark area, relapse is certain to happen.  
This is where I feel a strong advocacy for the adolescent needs to be in place, and some-
times having to take control away from the parents. Some parents hinder the process by 
either having their own substance problems or by anger.  This subject was discussed in my 
Introduction to Substance Abuse class, in which a professional counselor stated that many 
families are supportive of the addict.  However, there are many that are not supportive 
due to various reasons.  Since addiction is a progressive disease, this means that its effects 
multiply as time passes causing many families to become dysfunctional. There is a chance 
that the family unit will break down once the adolescent reaches rehab due to many influ-
encing factors involved in the situation of dealing with an addictive person, especially a 
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young family member.  
 The importance of having a healthy mental status needs to be addressed for the 
family members whom are involved within the addicts circle.  Family members need to 
attend their own support groups. Various groups are formed which are affiliated with 
co-dependency programs.   Some well-known groups include:  Al-Anon, which is a sup-
port group that focuses on helping the families of alcoholics find contentment whether 
the person is drinking or sober. During meetings, they discuss issues such as excessive 
caretaking, attempts to control other people’s behavior and self-blame. Another is called 
Nar-Anon, is a group similar to Al-Anon; however this group focuses on the friends and 
family members of addicts. Family members can share their experiences with people who 
understand the challenges of living with an addict as they learn to care for themselves 
first. Yet another group is called Co-Dependents Anonymous that focuses on a twelve-
step program, which helps families develop functional and healthy relationships within 
the addicts circle. These groups have proven to be beneficial to everyone involved.  It is 
important that the people who will be in contact with the recovering addict are healthy 
themselves.  Family counseling is recommended down the road to resolve unfinished is-
sues.  
 A lot of important information was learned by doing this research paper.  I am 
pleased to report more people are aware of this problem than not.  There are programs in 
school that speak about drugs, but since this epidemic of drug abuse programs are be-
ing rewritten with emphasis on the dangers of prescription drugs and heroin usage.  The 
difference now is some students can put a 
face on the discussion, having lost a friend 
or family member due to a drug overdose. 
We need to keep talking, educating, and 
listening as a community to fight this drug 
abuse problem.
 The author Malcom Gladwell 
wrote a book called The Tipping Point.  In 
his book he summarizes that the connec-
tion point that people have is what makes 
a product fly off the shelves or die at the 
production line.  The connection point that 
people made with other people can and 
will make a difference.  It is like playing 
telephone except we want the message to 
stay strong.  My goal for this paper is to in-
spire just one conversation on this subject, 
which can lead to many.
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Figure 1 – What is the age of your children?

Figure 2 – What is the gender of your child/children? 

Figure 3 – What is your relationship to these child/children?
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Figure 4 - Are you the primary caregiver of this/these child/children

Figure 5 – What is your gender?

Figure 6 – Do you think it would be Okay for you to use prescription drugs without a pre-
scription or in a manner other than prescribed?
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Figure 7 – Are the prescription drugs in your home locked up in a 
cabinet or stored in a secure place?

Figure 8 – Do you keep an inventory of the prescription drugs in your home?

Figure 9 - During the past year, have you talked with the child/children in 
your household about the risks of using prescription drugs without a 
prescription or in a manner other than prescribed?
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Figure 10 - How much influence do you think you have on the chil-
dren who live in your household or who are close to you regarding 
their decision to use prescription drugs in a way other than prescribed?

Figure 11 - Is it OKAY for youth to use marijuana (grass, pot) or 
hashish (hash, hash oil)?

Figure 12 - Is it OKAY for adults to use marijuana (grass, pot) or 
hashish (hash, hash oil)?
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Figure 13 - If a child or youth that you know needed treatment or counseling for a 
prescription drug problem, who is the first person, you would tell them to talk to?

Figure 14 - If a child or youth that you know had a prescription drug use problem 
would you know where to go to get help?

Figure 15 - How well educated do you feel your child/children are to the dangers of using 
prescription drugs?
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Figure 16 - Who should be responsible for educating children on the dangers of pre-
scription drug abuse.

Figure 17 - Who should be held responsible if children are found using prescription 
drugs?

Figure 18 - The non-prescribed use of prescription drugs is a problem among the youth 
in my neighborhood.
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Figure 19 - Taking prescription drugs without a prescription or in a manner other 
than prescribed is safer than doing street drugs, such as heroin or cocaine.

Figure 20 – I wish I knew better what to say to youth about the risks of non-pre-
scription use of prescription drugs.

Figure 21 – Adults in your neighborhood look down on people who are in pre-
scription drug treatment programs.
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Title IX and Gender Inequalities in 
Sports1

Dwaine Williamson

Introduction

The intention of Title IX was to create equity for the women in all things pertain-
ing to education in America. When the bill was first passed in 1972, it was highly 
regarded as a great idea. However, Title IX became controversial once it was 

realized that women could use the law to gain access to the same benefits that men have in 
sports as well as education. Women had been forced to take a backseat to men for a very 
long time in numerous things, but especially in sports. The journey of the implementa-
tion of Title IX is interesting because the pattern from the conception of the law to the 
implementation of the law is similar to the Civil Rights Bill of 1964. Similar to the Civil 
Rights Bill, although the Bill was passed, the slow progress of implementation meant the 
underrepresented still had no voice and change was a very long process. The purpose of 
this paper is to give the reader a brief history about Title IX, its journey, its effects on both 
genders, and the benefits of gender equality in sports. 
 

History

 On June 23, 1972, President Richard Nixon signed into effect Title IX of the 
higher education act into law. The idea behind Title IX was to ban sex discrimination in 
athletics at all educational institutes that were receiving federal monies, including schol-
arships, grants, and all government contributions. Once the bill was signed, sealed, and 
delivered, some advocated the bill and some opposed the bill. The advocates took a posi-
tion proclaiming women should indeed have the same entitlements as men in relation to 
education. Simultaneously, the opponents argued against this position. However, the real 
controversy began once it was realized that women could use Title IX to gain access to the 
same entitlements as men, in relation to sports.
 From the moment that the Title IX bill was passed, it has had an amazing journey. 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Nick Skirka for RPE40: Sport and American Society.
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IX to be passed in 1972 was the social movement at that time. Title IX was passed in the 
midst of the Women’s Rights movement of the 1970’s. America was beginning to change 
socially toward women in relation to physical fitness and general health. Traditionally, 
women were labeled as “soft” and the sentiment within the country was that a woman 
was not equipped for physical activities. Women were moving away from the house mom 
mold. They began entering the work force. In addition, many were enrolling into institu-
tions of higher learning at a fervent pace. The country’s new trend toward women made 
the education portion of the bill easier to accept.
 À major contributing factor, as to why men vehemently staked their claim to 
sports, is because they are responsible for creating, sponsoring, developing, and organizing 
the rules for every major sport in the world. Therefore, the sense of entitlement that men 
display is not surprising. The passing of the Title IX bill had great intentions, but it caused 
many to resist the change that was apparently on the horizon. A major factor why the 
resistance to enforce against Title IX was so strong, was that men realized that if the law 
was enforced properly, women would gain leverage in their battle for equity in sports. Men 
did not want to lose their grip on sports. The reason why is because men have always used 
sports as way to demonstrate their dominance and power on a global scale. During the 
early days of Greece dating back to (1000 B.C. - 100 B.C.) the games were used primarily 
to exhibit the strength, power, and physical endurance of the competitors who were exclu-
sively men. 

Funding
       
 Title IX addressed gender inequality in various ways. First, it affected the way 
men’s varsity sports were funded in comparison to women’s athletics in general. Before 
1972, the budget for sports was reallocated so that men received the majority of the gov-
ernment funding. In fact, male interscholastic and intercollegiate sports received on aver-
age 99 cents of each dollar received to fund and operate their various sport teams (Coakley 
pg. 234). In most cases schools had no options for female athletes because of the way the 
funds were allocated between the two genders. According to Coakley, women’s intercol-
legiate programs received only 1 percent of the athletic budget even though student’s fees 
paided by female students and taxes paided by female workers were used to fund intercol-
legiate athletic programs for both genders (Coakley pg. 234). At the very least that is disre-
spectful to have the underrepresented gender fund programs that they were not allowed to 
participate in.
 The limited funding of women’s sports had an adverse effect, and it was a ma-
jor factor in limiting the amount of women athletes. Prior to 1972, sports were almost 
exclusively a “guy thing” in American schools. In 1971 there were approximately 3.7 
million boys and 295,000 girls playing high school sports. For every 12.5 boys on a team, 
there was only 1 girl on a team (Coakley pg. 234). At the college level the numbers were 
lop-sided as well. In 1971, there were 180,000 men compared to 32,000 women playing 
on intercollegiate teams. The ratio was 1 of every 10 men played sports compared to 1 of 
every 100 women playing intercollegiate sports (Coakley pg.234).
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Change

 There have been definite changes in the allocation of funding after Title IX was 
signed. Today, women received more funding than in years past. Title IX requires women 
to have access and benefit from the equipment, uniforms, supplies, training, practice, and 
locker-room facilities, quality coaches and opponents, awards and banquets, and cheer-
leading and bands at games (Greenberg pg.68). The impact has been positive for women 
and their advocates. Gradually, woman’s sports have become more popular both on the 
national and international scale. In addition, women’s sport is on the rise especially in 
Basketball the WNBA has become very popular, and Tennis star Serena Williams is spear 
heading the charge in her sport. Woman now have the option to earn a salary while play-
ing professionally in various leagues and in multiple sports across the globe.

The Journey

 For nearly 3 years the law was undermined by those who opposed it. They 
claimed that there wasn’t a clear interpretation of the law. In retrospect, it is safe to assume 
that the real reason was that they were unwilling to allow the process of Title IX to force 
them to reallocate their government funding. The government remained idle and pas-
sively allowed athletic directors and coaches to continue to disregard the bill. The law was 
compromised solely on the basis of the claim that there was not a clear interpretation of 
the law. Therefore, the misinterpretation of the bill led to a plethora of lawsuits. The office 
of Civil Rights (OCR) received more than 10,000 comments and complaints regarding 
compliance. By, 1979 the OCR intervened by publishing legal clarifications regarding Title 
IX. The new standard to gauge if a school was in compliance of the Title IX law would 
be measured by a 3 part test. The first guideline is the proportionality test, which forced 
schools to split their scholarships among men and women at no more than a 45% - 55% 
ratio either way. The second guideline of the test is the history of progress report, which 
would force athletic departments to prove that an attempt to meet compliancy has been 
made. The final guideline of the test is the accommodation of interest test. This test mea-
sured the interest of the underrepresented group, by taking surveys to gauge their interest 
in any particular sport, among the student body. According to the OCR, a school only had 
to meet 1 of the 3 regulations to prove that they were compliant. (Coakley pg. 235). In ad-
dition the OCR required each high school to comply within a year and each university and 
college to comply within 3 years (Coakley pg. 235).
 The new published clarifications of the OCR had little impact on what was re-
ally happening in the country. In large part Title IX and the new published clarifications 
were still being ignored by many institutions that were receiving government funding. In 
response to the challenge for compliancy, women began to bypass the administration pro-
cess at their institutions, and decided to take their fight up the ladder. They lobbied Presi-
dent Ronald Regan and Congress for help and filed lawsuits to overturn the law (Coakley 
pg. 236). Until that point woman only made small advances. The struggle between Title 
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IX advocates and their opponents continued, and it led up to the 1984 supreme court rul-
ing that stated “Title IX only applied to programs that directly received money from the 
government and because varsity sports did not directly receive federal funds the law did 
not apply to them” (Coakley pg. 236). At least on the surface, what that translated to was 
schools had to either comply or not receive government funding. Since the ruling, there 
are now more scholarships and funding for women’s sports due to Title IX. 
Women’s sports continued to suffer until 1987. In 1987, Congress re-visited the law and 
passed the Civil Rights Restoration Act (Coakley pg. 236). This act revised the 1984 rul-
ing by admitting that the government made a mistake, by not enforcing Title IX. The 
Civil Rights Restoration Act originally intended Title IX to be applied to sport programs 
because schools sports were educational (Coakley pg. 236). Some seemed to still struggle 
with the interpretation of the law, so in 1990 the OCR published an 11 point detailed 
guide that elaborated even more on exactly what Title IX enforced. The expansion of the 
law concerned equity for females in all aspects concerning their athletic programs such 
as scholarships, facilities, scheduling, coaching, and all other forms of support for female 
athletics, teams, and their programs (Coakley pg. 236).

A New Day

 This marked a new day for women sports because now women and their advo-
cates had legal ground to file lawsuits against any school that wasn’t compliant with the 
law. In addition, the new law would grant monetary damages to individuals who were 
affected by discrimination. By the year 1992 Title IX was enforceable in every high school 
and college campus (Coakley pg. 236). Title IX grew a few more teeth when in 1994 
Congress passed the Equity in athletics Disclosure Act. The law required an annual report 
of every student receiving financial aid from the government to provide a report contain-
ing specific data on athletic participation, staffing, and budgets for all men and women’s 
sports (Coakley pg. 236).

Benefits

 Title IX and their advocates still have work to do; the road is by no means fully 
paved. For example, male athletes are awarded 179 million more dollars than female ath-
letes, in scholarship money annually. (Greenberg pg.67). In the meanwhile, at least some 
women can enjoy many of the same benefits that men have in sports. Title IX is important 
for woman in our society for various reasons. First, woman would receive equal treatment 
in the realm of sports. It is important for young girls to grow up and not feel as if they are 
subordinate to anyone. Second, Title IX opens the door for many young women to remain 
active in sports which is directly correlated to better health, and better careers for women. 
Third, the opportunity to play interscholastic and then intercollegiate sports may raise a 
young woman’s focus and confidence. According to Greenberg, females who participate 
in sports during their adolescent years tend to do the same in high school and college 
(Greenberg pg. 68). Today, women athletes are putting Title IX into practice. There has 
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been a rise in participation in women’s sports. According to Coakley, “Between 1971 and 
2008 the number of girls playing varsity sports in high school has increased from 295,000 
to approximately 3.06 million, which is a 1000-percent increase.” Coakley also mentioned 
that “instead of 1 of every 27 high school girls playing; now the ratio is 1 in 3 girls play 
some type of high school sport.” (Coakley pg. 236). The rise of women playing sports in 
college and universities is revealing as well. In the same time span there has been a 600 
percent increase from 32,000 to over 180,000 female athletes.

Ramifications

 Title IX has been a blessing for women in sports, but it has created some down-
falls for women. Before Title IX the men and women’s program were basically operated as 
two separate departments. That gave women more jobs in the realm of administration and 
coaching. Title IX created opportunities for men to coach women. It may be lawful for 
men to coach women’s basketball, but where is the equality? There are women who have 
successfully coached men in high school varsity sports such as Ruth Lovelace who coaches 
boys’ varsity basketball at Boys and Girls high school in Brooklyn, New York (NY times) 
and Natalie Randolph (CNN) who coaches boys’ varsity football in Washington, D.C. 
despite their achievements, women have been granted zero opportunities to coach men 
on the college level in any of the major sports. Title IX has been great as far as granting 
women access in relation to sports, but it has been comparable to a double edged sword. 
Title IX open up possibilities for women, and simultaneously gave men access to coaching 
and administration jobs on the women’s side. A negative by-product of that action is that 
women have not received any opportunities to coach men’s college sports.

Notable Athletes

 Title IX is important because it sheds light on the obvious fact that women are 
good athletes too. Men have always trivialized women’s sports. The traditional view 
about women in relation to sports is that they are to slow, to small, and not strong enough 
when compared to men. However, if you take the time to examine the history of women’s 
sports, it will reveal that woman have proven their ability to compete on a high level, and 
in some cases compete with men for decades. There have been some very notable female 
athletes throughout history. In the 1930’s there was Mildred “Babe” Didrikson Zaharias. 
She was born in 1914 to immigrant parents from Norway. By 1930 at 16 years old she was 
already a star athlete. Babe starred in women’s basketball and AAU track and field. Dur-
ing the 1932 Olympic Games she competed in 3 events. In the javelin throw she beat the 
world record by more than 2 meters; she tied for first place in the high jump, and she won 
a gold medal for the 80 meter hurdles (Greenberg pg. 46). Babe Didrikson was also good 
at playing golf (Greenberg pg.47). She thrived in an era where women were considered 
non-athletic to say the very least.
 Before the Babe there was Gertrude “Trudy” Ederle. On August 6, 1926 she be-
came the seventh person and first woman to swim across the English Channel. She broke 
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the current world record by swimming the English Channel in 14 hours and 31 minutes 
she was 19 years old at the time. At the age of 17 she won an Olympic gold medal as part 
of the 1924 American 400 meter relay team.
 Some other notable women athletes that I would like to mention are Donna Mae 
Mins in 1964, she defeated 31 men to become the first woman to win a sports car club 
of America championship in racing. Roberta Gibb Bingay was the first woman to enter 
and finish the Boston marathon. She had to wear a hooded sweatshirt to mask her gender 
because of how sensitive of a subject it was before Title IX. 
 Truly, I could continue to list prominent women in sports for an indefinite 
amount of time. There are so many notable women in sports such as Wilma Randolph, 
Ann Meyers, Sheryl Miller, and Sheryl Swoops. Women athletes have been great perform-
ers in sports for a very long time. Title IX is important to me on a personal level. I have 
a 12 year old daughter who loves to play basketball. Already my daughter is talking about 
playing college basketball and establishing a career in the WNBA. I think that it is absurd 
for anyone to be denied any opportunity to better themselves in this great country of 
America. Sports provide so many benefits and both genders should have an equal slice of 
the pie. The reality of the situation is that for now, and into the foreseeable future, things 
may never quite even out between the genders. That is apparent when we compare the 
ratings between the WNBA and the NBA, or the NCAA men and women’s champion-
ship games. In reality, it is no longer appropiate to use phrases such as “play like a girl”, 
or any other cliché that is derogatory toward a female’s ability to play sports.  My hope is 
that Title IX advocates continue to push against the door until it falls of off its hinges and 
women and men are treated with equality in sports.

Summary

Gender equality in sports is important because it benefits both genders. It may help 
women to gain confidence, become goal-orientated, obtain and maintain health, and gain 
occupation within the sports realm. Gender equity in sports is important for men also. 
It may help them finally put an end to their trivial and frivolous thinking about Gender 
dominance and help society raise a generation of young girls to be confident, brave, smart, 
and goal-orientated women.
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The Viability of the Eastern Oyster in 
Lower New York Bay1

Adina Tulkoff

Abstract

Being that New York was the oyster capital of the world in the late 1800 through the early 
1900 and served as an economic and environmental asset, the reintroduction of the spe-
cies to our bay is a beneficial prospect. However, due to the common belief that New York 
waters are highly polluted and would not sustain a healthy environment for oyster reefs, 
the study and observation of oyster viability in the waters is imperative for the opportu-
nity of future induction of the oysters. 300 juvenile oysters were obtained, measured and 
monitored monthly for growth and survivability for the duration of two years. The data 
collected showed that the quality of Lower New York Bay waters are satisfactory for oyster 
cultivation.

I n the 1800’s, the oyster reigned as the quintessential New York food. In New York’s 
early history, the city was world-renowned for its oysters. When thinking of New 
York, one would associate it with its oysters. By the late 1800’s, 50,000 oysters were 

being sold by the Fulton Fish Market each day and along the shore there were mountains 
of empty shells from their consumption. The industry in New York gave rise to the oyster 
culinary businesses “The oyster cellar was a ubiquitous eatery in NYC from early in city 
history until the closing of the oyster beds” (Nigro, 2011). The oyster cellars in New York 
City were similar in popularity to Starbucks until the oyster industry was shut down in 
New York in 1927. Due to the amount of oyster beds in the New York Bay, oysters were 
cheap and readily available. Street venders, cheap eateries, as well as restaurants that 
catered to the elite New Yorkers, all served oysters. The oysters were so inexpensive that 
even the poor could afford to live off of this nutritional sea food.

 The oyster population increased to nearly 27 million bushels by the 1890’s, but 

1  Completed under the mentorship of Prof. Thomas Greene for CHM 5100: Chemistry and the Environment.
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by 2004 the population was reported to have declined by 99% to a count of 0.35 million 
bushels. Although overharvesting was mainly blamed for the drastic decline, there were 
additional contributing factors which caused the reduction of the oyster populace.
 During the Industrialization era, the farmlands and forests in the Hudson River 
Valley were converted into industrial and residential areas. The freshwater tributaries 
were either filled to provide more space or used for sewage disposal. Islands in the East 
River were used for either garbage disposal, psychiatric wards, housing for the poor, or as 
disease quarantine areas resulting in an influx of pollutants. In addition, New York harbor 
was a key port for the oil industry and the treatment of important agricultural products; 
industrial waste was emptied into the bay and petroleum oil spills were not infrequent. As 
New York grew to be one of the world’s busiest seaports, it became necessary to dredge 
the bay so the entry of large vessels would be possible. Due to the increase in pollutants 
and channel dredging, toxicity and the newfound awareness that oysters contain patho-
gens found in the water, the oyster industry of New York declined and was shut down in 
1927. In order to understand the cause of the decline in the industry, we must understand 
the biological makeup of the oyster.
 Oysters are bivalve mollusks. They are made up of a two-part hinged shell that 
contains a soft-bodied invertebrate. Bivalve mollusks such as the oyster, are filter feeders, 
breathing and taking in nutrients through gills; their gills are larger than necessary for 
respiration and, in addition to respiration, serve as a filter system for suspended materials 
in the water. The inside of the oyster shell contains hair-like filaments named cilia. The 
cilia serves the purpose of water filtration “By means of beating cilia, the mussel draws 
water into the posterior portion of the shell, forces it through the gills, and blasts it back 
out the exterior” (Ingmason, Wallace 1989). Due to this method the oyster is capable of 
filtering water at a rapid rate “Oysters can filter 2 gallons of water an hour” (Sowell, 2011) 
a process which improves both water clarity and quality in their habitats. 
 Oysters grow best in estuaries; these are coastal areas that contain brackish water, 
which is a mixture of salt water from the ocean and fresh water from rivers. These ar-
eas are exposed to the most sunlight, which increases photosynthesis; the process which 
produces oxygen and increases the presence of living organisms and sustenance for the 
oysters. These bivalve mollusks are considered ‘keystone species’, since they serve multiple 
purposes and greatly contribute to the quality, health and vitality of the environment. 
Oysters create reefs which provide a habitat for many other aquatic creatures. In addition, 
the reefs that the oysters form, protect the shores from erosion and diminish the effects 
of storm surges. Oysters have an extensive lifespan and can serve as a reef for an extended 
period of time.
 Oysters can live up to approximately twenty years and grow to a length between 
8cm and 36cm. Oysters begin their adult lives as males and within a few years continue to 
develop into females; spawning eggs, making them a protandric species. Towards the end 
of June, as the water temperatures increase, both male and female adult oysters begin the 
reproduction process. They release eggs and sperm into the water, where the eggs become 
fertilized by the sperm and develop into free swimming larvae for about three weeks. 
At the end of the planktonic stage, the larva develop a foot which protrudes from their 
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shell. During this stage “Oysters cement their left shell to a hard surface, often the shell 
of another oyster” (Castro, 1997) and morph into a tiny oyster shell, called spat. Spat are 
juvenile shells, smaller than 25mm. The process of larvae setting on top of adult oysters is 
repetitive and is the way in which oyster reefs are formed.
 Oysters have defense mechanisms to protect them from pathogens, and enable 
them to survive in waters that contain: coliform bacteria, industrial wastes, and untreated 
agricultural fertilizers. Yet oysters residing in polluted waters will not thrive. The general 
belief is that the estuaries of Lower NY Bay (Figure 2) are too polluted for oysters to be 
viable in, in order to serve as an economic and environmental asset.

Figure 1 – Aerial Map of New York Harbor

Figure 2 – Close Up View of Area of Study
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Materials and Methods

      Materials
      •  300 juvenile oysters
      •  Oyster cage (Figure 3)
      •  Caliper (Figure 4)
      •  Data sheets 
      •  Access to pier in an estuary
      •  Gloves
      •  Rope

Methods
 Viability is measured by the growth and mortality rate of the oysters. Growth is 
the rate at which the oysters increase in size and mortality rate is the death rate measured 
in percentages. Kingsborough Community College is partaking in this study in order to 
potentially have oysters returned to Jamaica Bay.  KBCC obtained 300 juvenile Eastern 
Oysters from the NY/NJ Bay-keeper and started an oyster garden. The juvenile oysters 
were placed in a mesh oyster cage. 
 Oyster cage comprised of two compartments: a small section containing 50 
oysters which are monitored for growth and mortality rates, a second section containing 
the additional 250 oysters, which was suspended from a floating dock, 2-3 feet below the 
surface. The depths at which the cage is submerged is to prevent sediments on the bottom 
from covering the oysters and predators burrowing into the shells. In addition, the oysters 
being close to the surface provides them with a warmer environment to prevent them 
from freezing in the winter. 
 Each month, 50 oysters were removed from the smaller section of the cage and 
placed in a separate container. The oysters were then measured individually using a caliper 
and the results were recorded in a data table. Both living and dead oysters were recorded, 
since each oyster affects the mean. After obtaining the measurements of the oysters, the 
sizes were averaged out to obtain the mean measurement, and recorded in a final data 
sheet which tracked the oyster growth throughout the year. 
 In addition to measuring growth rate, the mortality rate was recorded as well. The 
mortality rate reflects the survivability of the oyster’s and is used to analyze their viability. 
Mortality rate is measured in percentage of dead oyster out of the 50 that have been mea-
sured. Based on both the growth rate and mortality rate of the oysters, the viability of the 
oysters can be determined. 

Results

Table 1. Growth in mm of 50 Eastern Oysters ( July 2012 - July 2013)
Table 2. Mortality Rate of Eastern Oysters Reflected in Percentages ( July 2012 - July 2013)

Figure 3 – Oyster cage
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 The placement of Table 2 beside Table 1 is to simplify the correlation between 
growth rate and mortality rate in order to analyze viability.
 The juvenile spat received in July were recorded at an average of 43.8mm and the 
adult oysters, returned to NY/NJ Bay-keeper the following year, were an average size of 
108mm. However, although the oysters grew significantly and seemed to thrive in Jamaica 
Bay throughout the 2012/2013 year, the Mortality Rate chart shows the low rate of surviv-
ability, which was 50%.

Table 3. Growth in mm of 50 Eastern Oysters ( July 2013 - July 2014)
Table 4. Mortality Rate of Eastern Oysters Reflected in Percentages ( July 2013 - July 2014)

Table 1 Table 2

Table 3 Table 4
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 The placement of Table 4 beside Table 3 is to simplify the correlation between 
growth rate and mortality rate in order to analyze viability.     
 During the second year, beginning in July 2013 and ending in May 2014 the total 
growth recorded was 37.8mm. The juvenile spat received at the beginning of the growth 
cycle were 46.3mm and were an average of 84.1mm by May. The mortality rate during the 
second year is 10%; 30 oysters of the 300 received in July died.

Conclusion

 Based on the data collected by the students and faculty of Kingsborough Com-
munity College, oysters are viable in Lower New York Bay. The mortality rate, having 
decreased by 40% from the first year of study to the second year, projects a favorable 
outcome for oyster cultivating. 
 In July 2012, the oyster garden started with 300 oysters and by the following year, 
50% of the oysters perished. According to the data, September was the month during 
which the oysters increased most in size, yet in addition, the month in which the great-
est percentage of oysters died. During the first year of oyster gardening in Kingsborough 
Community College, the oysters doubled in size. The last recorded average in July 2013, 
indicated that the adult oysters were 2.46 times larger than they were upon their arrival at 
Kingsborough, in July of the previous year .
 Although the growth rate was not as significant as the previous year, the mortal-
ity rate data from 2013-14 indicates the survival rate of the oysters to have improved. Of 
the 300 juvenile oysters to be raised, 30 oysters perished in contrast with the 150 oysters 
which died during the first year of research. During 2013-14, the month in which the 
oysters thrived was August, increasing their size by 7.6mm. The month during which 
the greatest percentage of oysters perished was April, when the percent of dead oysters 
increased by 4%.  
 An examination of the data tables from 2013-14 will show that the recorded size 
averages do not follow a logical succession.  Between the months of October and Novem-
ber, the average growth recorded is 1.6mm, yet the following month the average dropped 
by 0.8mm and an additional 0.5mm by the next month. Since the data is recorded in 
measurements taken by faculty and students of the college, this fluctuation in size can be 
explained by the presence of human error. 
 The calipers (see fig. 4) which were used to assess the oyster’s size show an accu-
rate reading, yet the measurements taken by humans and not machines cannot guarantee 
their accuracy.

Figure 4 – Caliper
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 A caliper is a measuring instrument consisting of an L-shaped frame with a liner 
scale along its longer arm with a Vernier, used to read directly the dimensions of an object 
represented by the separation between the inner and outer edges of the two shorter arms” 
(The American Heritage Dictionary, 2009)
 Additional factors contribute to the growth and mortality rates of the oysters. 
Amongst these factors are water temperature, salinity, turbidity, low current velocities, 
food availability and the disease, Perkinsus marinus. Since oysters are euryhaline organ-
isms, possessing the ability to alter their behavior to survive in shifting water salinity, 
the salinity levels do not regularly affect their survivability. However, “Most Pacific and 
Atlantic coast species thrive in water with a salinity of 26% to 28%” (Pinet, 2006). Data 
collected by Kingsborough faculty and students between the Fall of 2013 and the Spring 
of 2014 show that the average salinity in Jamaica Bay was 31.2%, which was 3% higher 
than the ideal salinity for oyster growth. The high salinity levels in Jamaica Bay may have 
increased the oysters’ rate of growth while serving as a poor environmental stimuli, which 
can lead to diseased oysters and higher mortality rates. While oysters grow at a faster rate 
in waters containing higher salinity, susceptibility to diseases increases as well. The biggest 
threat to oyster survivability is a species of protis belonging to the phylum Perkinsozoa 
called Perkinsus marinus which causes a high rate of death in the oyster populace. 
 Oyster growth rate varies seasonally based on the water temperatures. As the wa-
ter temperatures increase, during the summer months, infections are more common due 
to the decreased chemical defenses of the oyster, such as its lysozymes. Therefore, the data 
showing that the temperature of Jamaica Bay waters from September 2013 until May 2014 
which was an average of 12.13°c may have caused the oysters to grow rapidly, yet simulta-
neously become infected.
 Oysters generally thrive in waters ranging from 0º to 25ºc. They grow at a more 
rapid rate in late June when temperatures are between 15.5º and 20ºc and the spawning 
process triggers. In contrast, when water temperatures drop below 4.4ºc, oysters go into 
hibernation by clamping their shells shut and trapping water inside, which keeps the oyster 
alive until the waters warm up, and prevents it from becoming inhibited by infections.
 Another variable that can affect oyster growth and mortality is turbidity. Turbidity 
is the clarity or transparency of a body of water and is measured with the aid of a Secchi 
Disk. (fig. 5)
 A Secchi Disk is a white and black weighted plastic disk attached to a rope which 
is lowered into a body of water until it reaches a depth at which it is no longer visible. 
Once the disk is no longer visible the length of the rope from the surface of the water to 
the disk is measured in metric units and logged as the turbidity of the water.
 Low turbidity is determined by the excessive presence of suspended matter which 
may contain fine organic or inorganic matter, clay or microscopic organisms in the body 
of water. Natural conditions such as tidal change, wave action and seasonal fluctuations in 
plankton concentration affect turbidity. Unnatural conditions caused by humans such as 
chemical run-off from land, water traffic, and sewage pollution will influence water clarity 
as well. 
 Albeit oysters being filter-feeding mollusks, excessive cloudiness can lead to the 
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oysters shutting down. The oyster can filter 
cloudy water up until a certain point; “High 
turbidity can affect clam, mussel and oyster 
feeding causing these filter-feeders to shut down 
and ‘clam-up’. In addition to the above effects, 
turbidity can affect an organism’s immunologi-
cal, physiological and histopathological systems, 
increasing disease.” (Milbrandt, 2014). However, 
since adult oyster are generally cemented to 
hard substrates for the majority of their lifespan, 
they’re completely dependent on tidal currents 
and water turbidity for their food supply. There-
fore, low current velocities and limited flushing 
can severely stunt oyster growth.
 Despite the fact that the water quality 
in Lower New York Bay can sustain a produc-
tive oyster habitat, the standards and regulations 
implemented by the EPA for commercial oyster 
harvesting are not met. From an environmental 
and economic standpoint, the reintroduction 
of oysters to the Lower New York Bay area can 
yield great benefits to both the city and its oc-

cupants. By advancing the formation of a large oyster reef along the coast of Jamaica Bay, 
the oysters will filter the polluted waters, and water turbidity will be permanently altered, 
seeing as a single filter-feeding oyster is capable of filtering an estimate of eight liters per 
hour.
 The return of oysters and the consequential forming of oyster reefs will create 
additional habitats for an array of aquatic life and can result in the continuous growth of 
private and commercial fisheries in the area. In addition, oyster reefs serve as a barrier be-
tween the ocean and shore, preventing shore erosion, storm surges, and possible devastat-
ing damage caused by natural disaster. Oyster reefs may have served as a great asset during 
super storm Sandy in October of 2012, by decreasing the wave surges and minimizing the 
damage caused. The protection of New York shores afforded by the return of oyster reefs 
may have subsequently saved the city, the insurance companies, and shorefront property 
owners from losing funds on damage control and restoration. 
 Further research and monitoring of oysters in New York Bay may continue to re-
flect the viability of the Eastern oyster and prove to be a source of economic and environ-
mental benefactor.

 

Figure 5 – Secchi disk
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